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A three-dimensional reflexive mine avoidance capability for autonomous

underwater vehicles has been developed. This reflexive approach is a hybrid strategy

formed by combining a global path planner with a local swept volume method. This

combination offers the advantages of both approaches. The global path planner makes

effective use of both global and a priori mine position estimates to plan paths that are

safe and optimum with respect to known mine positions. The local swept volume method

then enhances the mine avoidance performance along the planned path by modifying the

vehicle trajectory as necessary when the sonar detects new mines.

By implementing the reflexive mine avoidance techniques, an underwater vehicle

equipped with an obstacle avoidance sonar and a navigation system can safely navigate

an unknown minefield. The mine avoidance techniques take into account the physical

limitations of the sonar and the navigation system, the maneuverability constraints on the

v



underwater vehicle and the required safe standoff distance from all mines. The mine

avoidance capability was tested extensively within a simulation environment that

accurately models the major difficulties associated with the sonar, the navigation system

and the vehicle dynamics. The different simulated minefield scenarios include mazes,

boxes, canyons and random configurations. In all scenarios, despite navigation errors and

limited sonar performance, the mine avoidance logic protects the vehicle by guiding it to

a predetermined end point and always maintaining at least a specified, minimum safe

standoff distance from each mine. Simulation results have also shown that the reflexive

mine avoidance method performs exceptionally well when compared to the merit function

approach.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Underwater Vehicle Applications and Research Trends

Military and civilian interest in unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) research has

steadily increased over the past few years. The research trend has steadily progressed

from unmanned submersibles, to remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), to fully autonomous

underwater vehicles (AUVs). Current ROV capabilities include deep water exploration

[1], deep underwater surveying [2] and search and salvage operations. In 1989, for

example, the GEMINI 6000 ROV recovered the cockpit voice recorder from the wreckage

of a South African Airway’s 747 jumbo jet in 14,800 feet of sea water [3]. AUVs have

been used for deep water surveying, under-ice surveying [4], deep water exploration of

hydrothermal vents and tunnels [5] and as test platforms for ROV/AUV navigation,

guidance, control and communication subsystems [6].

Unlike ROVs, AUVs do not require a tether for control or power. Hence, they

operate independently from any parent craft and can execute a wider range of military

missions. As a result, the majority of the U.S. Navy’s research and development (R&D)

expenditures in the UUV area have been on AUVs instead of ROVs. To date, total Navy

AUV R&D funding estimates range from $1 to $2 billion. And in 1990, 26 of the 36

different U.S. organizations involved with UUV research dealt exclusively with AUVs
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[7]. Recent major AUV research areas are navigation [8], [9], guidance [10],

control [11], [12], [13], knowledge-based systems [14], [15], fault

recovery [16], three-dimensional environmental modeling [17], mission planning

[18], mission control [19], mission simulation [20], multiple AUV missions [21]

and power systems [22]. In 1988, a $23 million UUV program was initiated in which

a 36-foot long, 44-inch diameter underwater vehicle would be built and outfitted with

several tactical software packages including a mine search system package [23].

Table 1-1 summarizes AUV programs from 1963 through 1993 which actually proposed

new AUV design and fabrication [24]. Some of the programs never advanced past

the concept phase. Many are still in development while others have resulted in a fully

operational AUV.

Future AUV Missions and Likely Research Areas

AUVs are now being considered for a variety of future Navy missions because

they are cost effective, hard to detect and provide minimal risk to personnel and valuable

fleet assets [25]. A joint Navy-Marine Corps steering committee has recently

identified AUVs equipped with sensors and mine clearing devices as the far term solution

to shallow water mine countermeasures [26]. Recent research proposal requests by

Coastal Systems Station, a Navy research laboratory, for critical technology

demonstrations involving shallow-water mine countermeasures, mine detection and mine

avoidance confirm support of this new mission [27]. Another mission concept being

considered is multiple AUVs functioning as a coordinated unit to perform rapid mine
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Table 1-1. AUV Program Summary

Year Vehicle Purpose
Depth
(meters) Developer

1963 SPURV 1 water measurements 6,000 University of Washington Applied Physics Laboratory
(UW/APL) (USA)

1972 UARS under-ice mapping 457 UW/APL (USA)

1973 SPURV 2 water measurements 6,000 UW/APL (USA)

1975 SKAT ocean research n/a Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, USSR Academy of
Science (USSR)

OSR-V ocean research 250 Japan Society of Promotion Marine Industry (Japan)

1977 unnamed testbed 100 Japan Marine Science & Technology Center
(JAMSTEC) (Japan)

1979 EAVEin testbed 914 University of New Hampshire Marine Systems
Engineering Lab. (UNH/MSEL) (USA)

EAVE West testbed 610 Naval Ocean Systems Center (USA)

RUMIC mine countermeasures n/a Naval Coastal Systems Center (USA)

UFSS search 357 Naval Research Laboratory (USA)

1980 Pinguin A1 search 200 MBB GmbH (Bremen, West Germany)

CSTV submarine control tests n/a Naval Coastal Systems Center (USA)

1982 Rover structure inspections 100 Heriot-Watt University (Edinburgh, Scotland)

Robot II bottom surveys 91 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA)

B-l drag characteristic studies 90 Naval Underwater Systems Center (USA)

1983 AUSS search 6,000 Naval Ocean Systems Center (USA)

Telemine vessel destruction 150 Teksea (Lugano, Switzerland)

TM 308 structure inspections 400 Tecnomare SpA (Venice, Italy)

Epaulard bottom photography/topography 6,000 IFREMER (Paris, France)

1984 ARCS under-ice mapping 400 Inti. Submarine Engineering Ltd. (Port MoodyJ3.C.
Canada)

AUV hydrodynamic drag studies n/a Rockwell International (USA)

1985 Submarine

Robot
testbed/hydrodynamic flow tests 500 JAMSTEC (Yokosuka, Japan)

PLA2 nodule collection 5,000 C.E.A./IFREMER (France)

1986 EUT structure inspections 1,000 IFREMER/Comex (Paris, Ranee)

unnamed feasibility study n/a Simrad Subsea A/S (Horten, Norway)

1987 LSV submarine testing n/a Naval Coastal Systems Center (USA)
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Table 1-1.-continued

Year Vehicle Purpose
Depth
(meters) Developer

1988 XP-21 testbed 610 Applied Remote Technology (San Diego, California,
USA)

MUST testbed 610 Martin Marietta Corp. (Baltimore, Maryland, USA)

Sea Squirt testbed 61 M.I.T. Sea Grant (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA)

RUV krill research 250 University of Washington (USA)

ACTV water measurements 250 UW/APL (USA)

1989 UUV(I) testbed n/a Draper Laboratory (Cambridge, Massachusetts)

FSMNV mine neutralization n/a Naval Ocean Systems Center (USA)

MT-88 bottom/water surveys 6,000 Institute ofMarine Technology Problems (Vladivostok,
USSR)

PTEORA survey 6,000 Institute of Industrial Science (Tokyo, Japan)

Waterbird survey 100 Sasebo High Tech Company (Sasebo, Japan)

1990 uuvai) testbed n/a Draper Laboratory (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA)

UROV-2000 bottom survey 2,000 Japan Marine Science & Technology Centre (Yokosuka,
Japan)

unnamed testbed/precise control vehicle 10 Japan Marine Science & Technology Centre (Yokosuka,
Japan)

MacAROV anti-submarine warfare target n/a SUTEC (Linkoping, Sweden)

1991 AROV search, mapping n/a SUTEC (Linkoping, Sweden)

Ocean

Voyager
testbed n/a Florida Atlantic University/Peny Offshore (USA)

1992 Mine
Avoidance
AUV

testbed n/a Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. (Sunnyvale, California,
USA)

Doggie bottom/sub-bottom survey 6,000 Yard Ltd. (Glasgow, Scotland)

Dolphin temperature/salinity/depth
monitoring for 30-day periods

6,000 Yard Ltd. (Glasgow, Scotland)

1993 ARUS bottom survey n/a EUREKA (European consortium)

sweeping operations [28]. There has also been some speculation that smaller AUVs

could be covertly deployed directly from a submerged submarine’s torpedo tube to

perform anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and other missions [29].
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In addition to mine countermeasures, mine hunting and ASW, experts in the AUV

community believe other important future AUV missions will include covert surveillance,

tactical probing to locate and unmask defensive forces, weapon delivery [30], mine

laying, escorting parent vehicles through minefields and covert deployment of long range

standoff weapons [31]. A reliable mine avoidance capability has been identified as

a requirement for successful completion of all of these mission scenarios [32].

However, despite continuing research programs and renewed military interest, current

UUV and AUV capabilities still suffer from one fundamental limitation: they cannot

effectively navigate in the presence of unknown mines and obstacles. A reliable

mine/obstacle avoidance capability, then, is a critical link in the quest for true underwater

vehicle autonomy. Itwill greatly expand the AUV’s role by realizing a critical functional

requirement necessary for future AUV missions.

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this research is to develop a mine avoidance capability for AUVs.

Chapter 2 motivates the research by describing the mine/obstacle avoidance problem and

the associated difficulties. It also summarizes current mine/obstacle avoidance

approaches, their strengths and their weaknesses. Chapter 3 provides a detailed

explanation of the reflexive mine avoidance approach. Chapter 4 gives a thorough

account of an extended Kalman filtering algorithm used to track mine position estimates.

Chapter 5 provides a quantitative and qualitative comparison between the performance of

the reflexive mine avoidance logic and that of the merit function approach [33].
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Appendix C verifies the mine avoidance capability by presenting simulation results of an

AUV, guided by the reflexive mine avoidance logic, navigating several unmapped

minefields. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research and identifies areas of future

research.



CHAPTER 2
EXISTING OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE APPROACHES

Problem Definition and Technical Considerations

Mine Avoidance Problem

A successful mine avoidance algorithm must guide an AUV through an unmapped

minefield to a specified end point such that the AUV maintains at least a minimum

prescribed standoff distance from all mines. For example, Figure 2-1 shows an AUV

escorting a surface vessel through an unmapped minefield; the circles around the mines

represent projections of spherical standoff distances or kill zones onto the sea floor. If

the mine avoidance algorithm fails and the AUV enters any of the standoff regions, the

mine destroys the AUV.

Technical Considerations

Overview. Mine avoidance for AUVs presents many difficult problems. First, the

AUV may have little initial information about the minefield; it must ascertain mine

position data from its sonar and navigation sensors. The sonar data, though, is plagued

by missed detections, false alarms, poor angular resolution, limited coverage, etc. Second,

error sources in the navigation system make it difficult to distinguish new mines from any

previously detected mines and also create an uncertainty in vehicle position with respect

7
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Figure 2-1. AUV Escorting a Surface Vessel Through Minefield

to previously detected mines. And finally, since a computer on-board the AUV will

implement the mine avoidance algorithms, the resulting mine avoidance software must

execute in real-time. The specific, key properties necessary to overcome these problems

and implement an effective, realistic mine avoidance capability are discussed below in

three separate sections entitled, mine positions, sonar, navigation and tracking, and other

implementation issues. A final section summarizes by enumerating the necessary

properties of a successful mine avoidance capability.

Mine positions. In some instances, there may be complete a priori mine position

data while in others there may be little or none. When there is complete information, a

mine avoidance approach that considers the entire AUV path from start to finish is the
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logical choice. However, when little position information is available such an approach

would waste valuable resources planning paths through unexplored areas; the resulting

paths would likely be of little value. The mine avoidance approach must handle either

case.

Sonar. In the general case when the AUV has incomplete a priori mine position

data, the AUV discovers new mine positions only when its sonar detects a new mine.

The sonar, though, has limitations. Environmental and electronic noises affecting the

sonar give rise to false alarms and missed detections. The sonar cannot indicate that it

has detected a mine or that it has not detected a mine with absolute certainty.

Furthermore, the sonar has a finite scanning time; at a range of 1500 meters, for

example, it can provide periodic data at a maximum scan rate of 0.5 hertz. The mine

avoidance approach must address these sonar limitations (or the limitations of another

sensor, if used).

Another major limitation inherent to sonar is its limited field of view. This creates

a turn radius restriction for the AUV given by

TR - SOtotai (2-1)
min 1 -cos(0/2)

where

77?minminimum turn radius (feet) (2-2)

SOtOtói=total desired standoff distance from center of mines (feet) (2-3)
and

0=total sonar angular bearing coverage (radians) (2-4)
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AUV movement as severely as does the turn radius restriction. Both restrictions,

however, must be addressed.

Navigation and tracking. AUVs employ on-board navigation systems to estimate

their position and orientation. Navigation system errors, though, make it impossible for

the AUV to know its position precisely. This makes it difficult for the AUV to track

mine positions because propermine tracking must differentiate newly detected mines from

previously detected mines.

Other implementation issues. A few issues still remain for discussion. Since the

AUV will operate in a three-dimensional environment, the mine avoidance capability must

deal with three dimensions. Also, a computer on board the AUV will implement the

mine avoidance capability. Therefore, if this research is to progress into a demonstration

phase, the mine avoidance software must reside on such a computer and must execute in

real-time.

Summary of mine avoidance requirements. Requirements necessary for a realistic

and practical mine avoidance capability can now be summarized. A mine avoidance

capability must

1) accommodate a priori mine position information,

2) make prudent use of global mine position information,

3) make prudent use of local mine position information,

4) properly track mine positions,

5) differentiate between newly and previously detected mines,

6) accept new mine position data,
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Figure 2-2 demonstrates the problem. In the figure the dashed arc represents the

AUV’s path and the four triangular figures represent four snapshots in time of the ideal

sonar coverage along the path. Note that although the AUV’s path passes well within the

undetected obstacle’s standoff distance, the sonar cannot detect the obstacle. The sonar’s

coverage never encompasses it. This predicted phenomenon was observed in several two-

dimensional simulation runs [34].

Executing turns with radii larger than TRmi„, will ensure that this situation cannot

arise. Figure 2-3 shows such an example. Although the AUV does not detect the

obstacle, its path does not violate the standoff circle.
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An analogous pitch radius restriction exists as well

vn

PR = ,otal (2-5)
min 1 —cos(<|)/2)

where

P/imin^inimum pitch radius (feet) (2-6)

and

<|>=total sonar angular elevation coverage (radians) (2_7)

Equations (2-1) and (2-5) are only valid for a forward looking sonar system that

has symmetric elevation and bearing coverage about the AUV’s centerline. Since AUVs

typically have pitch angle restrictions anyway, the pitch radius restriction does not impact
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7) maintain the minimum prescribed standoff distance from all mines,

8) reduce effects of sensor inaccuracies (missed detections and false alarms),

9) compensate for sensor limitations (turn radius restriction/limited field of view),

10) be robust with respect to reasonable navigation errors,

11) consider vehicle maneuverability constraints,

and

12) operate in three dimensions.

In addition, the mine avoidance logic should

1) execute in real-time,

and

2) be capable of residing in a computer system on board the AUV.

Mine and Obstacle Avoidance Research Summary

Overview

To date, there has been little research directed specifically at the area of mine

avoidance for AUVs. However, a significant body of obstacle and collision avoidance

research has been produced in the robotics area. The general obstacle avoidance problem

for robotic vehicles naturally decomposes into three steps: curve planning, trajectory

planning and control implementation [35, p. 502]. Given a starting point, an ending

point and known obstacle positions, a curve planning procedure calculates a collision-free

curve in the robotic vehicle’s n-dimensional space. The planned curve does not take the

robotic vehicle’s dynamics into consideration. A trajectory planning procedure then
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adjusts the planned curve according to the vehicle’s maneuverability constraints. Finally,

a control implementation that makes the robot follow the planned trajectory must be

developed. The control problem is usually handled separately because it is highly vehicle

dependent.

All of the various obstacle avoidance techniques use one of three basic methods

to implement this general approach. These methods are path planning, penalty functions

and swept volumes. Briefly summarizing the three basic obstacle avoidance techniques

and then examining some specific, significant approaches will lend insight into the mine

avoidance problem. It will also determine how well the existing methods can be applied

to mine avoidance.

Three Basic Approaches to Obstacle Avoidance

Path planning. The path planning approach uses obstacle position information to

divide the robot’s n-dimensional space into safe and unsafe areas or nodes. The safe

nodes form a graph. A search strategy then searches the graph for a safe path. Pearl

provides a thorough discussion of the different search strategies available and their

properties [36].

If an optimal search strategy is used, the path planner will generate an optimal

collision-free path. Also, these approaches are easily implemented in three dimensions

and will converge to a solution if a safe path exists. However, path planning has some

major drawbacks. First, the technique can be extremely slow and can require enormous

amounts of computer memory storage thereby making a real-time implementation on

board an AUV quite difficult. Also, the approach is only as good as the available
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obstacle position information For instance, if global obstacle positions are not available,

the planned paths cannot be globally optimum [37, p. 548]. As a result, path planning

methods perform best when working with complete obstacle position data. Unfortunately,

planning paths with incomplete obstacle information is still quite slow and memory

intensive. Executing path planning locally, over a small known region of the n-

dimensional space, escapes the problems inherent to incomplete information. It does not,

though, address the global path planning problem.

Penalty functions. Penalty function approaches mathematically quantify the cost

of the vehicle’s position in relation to the obstacles and the end point throughout the

vehicle’s space. The goal is to minimize the cost to reach the end point. Factors like

proximity to obstacles, speed, distance to the endpoint, range to the closest obstacle

detected by the sensors, etc., determine the cost. For example, in the potential field

penalty function approach the desired end point exhibits an attractive force on an object

moving through the obstacle field. The obstacles, on the other hand, exhibit a repulsive

force on the object that pushes it away; the negative force increases as the object moves

towards an obstacle and decreases as it moves away. This results in an overall gradient

vector field. To safely reach the end point, the vehicle just follows along the minimum

of the gradient. Frost provides a detailed account of the potential field approach [38].

Penalty functions are the fastest of the three obstacle avoidance approaches and

are easily implemented in real-time. Additionally, some penalty functions can be

designed to simultaneously implement all three parts of the general obstacle avoidance

problem (course planning, trajectory planning and control implementation). However,
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they cannot distinguish between global minima and local minima; penalty functions’

overwhelming limitation is their susceptibility to local minima. When a robotic vehicle

guided by a penalty function hits a local minimum, it becomes trapped. Penalty functions

also suffer from incomplete obstacle position knowledge; the gradients are only as good

as the global information.

Subdividing penalty functions into global and local classes is difficult because of

the repulsive forces’ mathematical description. For instance, a penalty function approach

may appear to be global but the repulsive forces often reach a constant zero value beyond

a small range from each obstacle. In effect the penalty functions behave as local ones.

But on the other hand, the attractive force remains in effect at all ranges.

Swept volume. In general, these methods use a number of geometrical approaches

to calculate how an object with a given shape can move through a field of obstacles

without touching any of the obstacles. Usually the method proceeds by proposing a

simple path, calculating the swept volume, checking for overlap, proposing a new path

and repeating until the path is safe. Points, circles, spheres, rectangles, convex polygons,

etc., typically approximate object and obstacle shapes.

The particular forms of the swept volume method frequently take both the object’s

and the obstacles’ orientations into account. And when the method does converge, it

usually does so very fast. However, the swept volume method often fails to converge on

a solution when obstacle density is moderately high. And like path planning and penalty

functions, the solutions rely on the completeness of obstacle position knowledge.
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Swept volume methods are easily subdivided into global and local methods. The

local methods typically use only current sensor data, while global methods either assume

complete a priori knowledge or remember obstacle positions after the vehicle’s sensor

detects them. However, the swept volume method’s proposed path provides only local

information about possible collisions. Using local collision information to change the

path does not determine if a substantially different path would be better [39, p. 560].

Neural Networks. Neural networks form the basis of a number of obstacle

avoidance approaches (described later). Upon closer scrutiny, though, the neural networks

implement one of the three basic obstacle avoidance approaches. The neural networks

merely provide a convenient, simple functional implementation.

Specific Obstacle Avoidance Approaches

Range-based robot navigation. In 1975, Cahn and Phillips developed the

ROBNAV algorithm [40]. ROBNAV is a two-dimensional local penalty function

approach that continually guides a mobile robot through an obstacle filled room. A range

sensor divides the field of view into equi-angular sections and determines the range to any

obstacles. The algorithm only reacts to the closest obstacle in each angular section.

ROBNAV’s penalty function is quickly computed and requires little memory.

However, the approach only uses current sensor information (does not remember where

obstacles are located). In two-dimensional simulations ROBNAV exhibits the local

minimum problem by going into a turning limit cycle, making 90 degree turns continually

and never escaping deep channels. In sparse obstacle field scenarios ROBNAV performs

well.
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Polyhedral obstacles. In 1979, Lozano-Perez and Wesley describe an algorithm

that plans collision-free paths for a polyhedral objects moving through a known set of

polyhedral obstacles in a "configuration space" [41]. It was developed for a robotic

arm. Their algorithm "expands" the obstacles by the size of the object thereby creating

"grown" obstacles. The expansion takes into account the object orientation; a rectangular

object will cause a different obstacle expansion when it is rotated 90 degrees. Additional

obstacle vertices are then introduced along the obstacles’ edges. A search strategy

searches for a safe path along the vertices. The optimal A* search strategy is

recommended [42].

The polyhedral obstacle method offers some advantages by taking into account

object and obstacle shapes. It only works with a priori obstacles, though, and does not

accommodate any sensors. Three-dimensional path planning is quite slow. Simulation

and demonstration results show that the method works for a robotic manipulator with a

limited number of obstacles.

Generalized cylinders. Brooks developed a swept volume method in 1983 that

uses convex polygons to define safe areas or "generalized cylinders" [43]. The

method bisects all of the safe regions and determines the bisectors’ intersection points,

called nodes. At each node the procedure calculates the orientation angles which allow

the object to safely move to the next node. By using an A* search, Brooks then

calculates the optimum path through the safe nodes.

Brook’s method is computationally fast and handles complex object and obstacle

shapes. Unfortunately, it was developed for only two dimensions, requires complete a
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priori obstacle positions and does not provide for sensory input. The method also does

not work well in an obstacle-dense environment. For the case of a few sparsely spaced

obstacles, Brooks’ generalized cylinders may guide the object much further from the

obstacles than necessary [44]. Kuan, Brooks, Zamski and Das use this same method

with two different path planning strategies in what they refer to as a "mixed

representation of free space" [45].

Stanford Cart. The Stanford Cart, developed by Moravec in 1983, is remote

controlled mobile robot equipped with a television camera [46]. The cart uses camera

images to form an environmental world model. It models all detected obstacles as circles.

It calculates the four paths between the tangent points of each pair of obstacles. A graph

searching algorithm uses each tangent point as a node vertex and computes the optimum

path between vertices; arcs are used to connect the four nodes on a circle. In

demonstrations the cart lurches forward three feet, scans the area with the camera, replans

the path, and repeats the process until it reaches the end point.

The television camera sensor overcomes the incomplete obstacle position problem

and the periodic path planning alleviates the poor local obstacle avoidance properties

inherent to global path planning. However, the path planning is extremely slow; the

Stanford Cart required five hours to negotiate a 20-meter long course. Furthermore,

positions errors caused the system to replicate the same obstacles (at different positions)

in the system’s memory thereby incorrectly perceiving some pathways as blocked. The

algorithm was not always successful. And although the cart performed an actual

demonstration, the algorithm is essentially two-dimensional.
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In related work, Frohn and Seelen developed VISOCAR, an autonomous industrial

transport vehicle guided by visual navigation [47]. Because VISOCAR was designed

exclusively for a well structured, industrial environment, it has no AUV mine avoidance

applications.

Rotation mapping graph. In 1984, Chien et. al introduce the idea of a rotation

mapping graph (RMG) to plan collision-free paths for a robotic arm among obstacles

[48]. The RMG is made by first subdividing a two-dimensional space into regions

and then determining what areas, measured as angles from each region’s center, are

collision-free. The collision-free regions of adjacent regions are merged by taking the

intersections of clear paths. Drawing the connected region creates the overall connected

graph network which, in theory, can be easily solved with existing techniques. Their

explanation shows an example but provides no details of how to solve the connected

graph problem.

Generalized potential field. Krogh implemented a generalized potential field

obstacle avoidance approach in 1984 for a point object moving through a two-dimensional

space containing convex polygons [49]. Krogh’s technique expands the penalty

function approach by including the object’s velocity in the potential fields. The approach

was tested in a two-dimensional simulation with rectangular obstacles. Krogh’s method

has the typical advantages and disadvantages inherent to global penalty functions.

Path relaxation. Thorpe improved the global path planning procedure by

incorporating "path relaxation" [50]. After planning a global path with a grid

searching strategy, Thorpe adjusts the grid node locations to lower the overall path cost.
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Although this idea is analogous to path planning followed by trajectory planning, the

major contribution by Thorpe is his consideration of obstacle avoidance constraints. In

this paper, Thorpe discusses the difficulties caused by limited vehicle maneuverability,

imprecise control, cumulative navigation error, unmapped areas and grid size. Most other

obstacle avoidance approaches ignore many of these considerations.

A simulation example using actual data from a video system illustrates that the

path relaxation approach handles the considerations by moving the graph nodes further

from the obstacles. Note, though, that the technique is two-dimensional. Moving the

nodes further and further away could also create problems when the planned path is not

convex.

Distance functions. Gilbert and Johnson formulated the obstacle avoidance

problem for a robotic manipulator as an optimal control problem [51]. The distances

between the moving object and the stationary obstacles are the major cost function

components. By modeling the object and obstacles as convex polygons, the distance

functions become continuously differentiable.

Their problem development is presented in three dimensions but their simulation

results are in two dimensions. The approach has the usual global penalty function

problems. The cost functions are particularly advanced because they take into account

object orientation, movement and rotations.

Intelligent mobile robot. In 1985, Crowley combined a global path planner with

a local path planner for robot navigation [52]. Using his techniques, a mobile robot

equipped with a rotating range sensor and touch sensors explores and maps out its
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environment by entering an active learning mode. It then generates a global planned path

using Dijkstra’s algorithm [53]. Afterwards, a "composite local model" integrates the

sensor information with the planned path. The approach circumvents newly detected

obstacles by performing local path planning around the obstacles.

Conceptually, Crowley’s method is extremely valuable because it addresses both

the local and global path planning problems simultaneously. It also accommodates new

sensor data and employs an ad hoc method to match sensor data with previously detected

obstacles. Crowley’s approach is not optimal and it was simulated in two dimensions

only.

Clash detection problem. In 1985, Cameron summarized three "clash detection"

approaches for a robotic arm: multiple interference detection, four-dimensional

interference detection and sweeping [54]. Cameron describes multiple interference

detection as periodically sampling points on obstacles to determine if they intersect. The

difficulty in this method is choosing the discrete sampling time. The four-dimensional

intersection detection has a different emphasis. This approach uses four-dimensional (x,

y, z, and time) mathematical descriptions of the obstacles and object. Mathematical

formulae solve the intersection problem directly. He summarizes sweeping as using a

three-dimensional object to create or sweep out a three-dimensional volume.

Mathematical tests find intersections between the three-dimensional volume and objects.

Since this work is mainly a summary of these three implementations, the summary table

at the end of this section does not contain the work.
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Autonomous land vehicle. Nitao and Parodi developed an obstacle avoidance

autopilot for an autonomous land vehicle (an M113A2 armored personnel carrier) and

demonstrated that it could safely guide the M113A2 through a sparse obstacle course at

a speed of five miles per hour [55]. Oil drums and a large bale of hay comprised the

obstacles. Their approach guides the vehicle as closely as possible on a planned path

which is based on a digitized map of a priori terrain and elevation features. A sonic

imaging sensor with a range of 32 miles is then used to detect any obstacles that were

unknown when the planned path was created. The autopilot then combines the planned

path, the apriori terrain and elevation data, and the sonic imaging sensor data to generate

an obstacle-free trajectory. The autopilot negotiates newly detected obstacles by

employing an edge following approach. More specifically, when the vehicle encounters

an obstacle like a wall, the autopilot goes around it by following along the wall’s edge

until the wall no longer blocks the path. In an actual field test, the Ml 13A2 successfully

navigated a limited obstacle field.

Edge following adapts the path once new obstacles are detected. However, special

provisions must be made so that a vehicle using this algorithm does not become trapped

in deeply concave obstacles. These provisions usually fail in a maze-like obstacle

configuration or when two or more deeply concave obstacles are nested together.

Intersecting convex polygons. Singh and Wagh modify the global path planning

approach by breaking up the two-dimensional grid space into a series of non-uniform

rectangular regions [56]. Object size determines the size of the rectangular regions.

That is, the method sizes the grids in an area according to the size of the obstacles.
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Graph searching then calculates a safe path through the grids. This solves the tradeoff

between using fine or course grids. However, it creates problems with the graph

searching procedure in that the cost to move from one node to another node is not

uniform. The method is only two-dimensional and does not allow sensory input.

Artificial potential field. Khatib uses an artificial potential field approach to guide

a robotic arm through an array of obstacles [57]. Analytical equations describe both

the object and the obstacles. The obstacles exhibit a repulsive force only in a small

region immediately around themselves. Khatib states that real-time obstacle avoidance

demonstrations have been performed by his system using a visual sensor. However, the

paper gives no details of the demonstration.

This approach has the usual problems and benefits of penalty functions. Khatib

does propose integrating a high level, global path planning strategy with his low level

potential field approach to overcome any limitations.

Sonar-based navigation and mapping. Elfes developed a sonar-based mapping and

navigation system for a mobile robot [58]. The sonar mapping system statistically

combines the sonar returns from an ultrasonic sonar system to generate a two-dimensional

occupancy probability map. The probability values in each grid are the probability that

the grid is occupied. Afterwards, the navigation system uses an A* based path planner

to calculate the best path through the grid. The system successfully navigated a 10-foot

by 25-foot indoor area covered with chairs, tables, boxes, workstations and filing cabinets

and a 50-foot by 30-foot outdoor area covered with trees.
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Elfes’s approach has the typical advantages and disadvantages of a global path

planning method. Taking into account the probability of occupancy for each grid is a

distinctive feature of this approach. However, Elfes’ sensor processing architecture does

not take the sonar’s angular width or navigation error into account

Learned visibility graph. Oommen et al. present an algorithm that guides a mobile

robot through an unexplored terrain arbitrarily populated with disjoint convex polygon

obstacles [59]. Their approach combines a global path planning procedure with a

local obstacle avoidance approach called a "learned visibility graph." The "learned

visibility graph" is a combination of hill climbing and edge following. The technique,

however, fails to converge in moderately restricted areas. The authors state that their

approach learns or maps out an area with its sensors but they provide few details about

the sensors. Also, the approach is two-dimensional.

AUV obstacle avoidance. Hyland developed a two-dimensional obstacle avoidance

algorithm specifically for AUVs outfitted with an obstacle avoidance sonar [60]. The

algorithm is unique in that it is the first obstacle avoidance algorithm to detect stationary

obstacles with a sonar and then track then with an extended Kalman filter.

The method exhibits the typical swept volume difficulties. Simulation results

show the AUV effectively navigates several minefields. However, the method is only

two-dimensional and the AUV could become trapped in certain box canyon situations.

Collision detection. Gilbert and Hong present a numerical algorithm that detects

whether or not two convex polygons, each following a specified path, will collide
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[61]. If a collision will take place, the collision point is given. The algorithm was

simulated for two robotic arms.

Since the approach only works for one object and one obstacle, it is not well

suited to AUV obstacle avoidance. By combining it with another approach, though, it

could have some obstacle avoidance uses.

Unstructured environment navigation. Kue and Barshan showed that a mobile

robot equipped with a range sensor could safely travel through a room filled with

obstacles [62]. Their procedure divides the two-dimensional floor space into grids

and uses a range sensor to detect obstacles and classify grids as blocked or not blocked.

A local swept volume method decides whether or not the grid is safe. Their indoor

demonstration indicated that the robot could navigate through a cluttered office without

bumping into any obstacles. Their unstructured environment navigation routine is

essentially two-dimensional, is not global and does not consider navigation error.

AUV route planning. Warren modified the potential field approach so that it was

less susceptible to local minima [63]. Warren first establishes a trial path through the

obstacle field. Afterwards, he modifies the entire path, rather than the local paths,

according to the potential field’s influence. The method was developed for mobile robots

and robotic manipulators.

The method does not converge well in highly cluttered environments. However,

it is extremely fast and the divergence is easily detected. In 1990, Warren extended this

approach to AUVs [64].
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Optimal AUV obstacle avoidance. Hyland expanded his earlier two-dimensional

work to three dimensions, added a global dynamic programming based path planner to

the local swept volume method and enhanced the sonar model [65]. This eliminated

the problem of the AUV becoming trapped in certain box canyon obstacle fields. In

1990, Hyland and Fox improved validation and testing of the approach by including a

navigation error model in the vehicle simulation and actual receiver and projector beam

patterns in the sonar model [66]. In 1993, Hyland and Taylor provided a detailed,

comprehensive description of the mine avoidance approach [67]. They also compared

two different path planners, the optimal A* and the suboptimal breadth-first [68], in

terms of execution speed and distance of planned path.

Neural network. A neural network-based local swept volume method was

developed by Springsteen and DeMuth for AUVs [69]. The system uses current

forward looking sonar data in the form of distance and depth from azimuth.

The neural network was only tested in one and two obstacle scenarios. The AUV

cut comers rather closely around obstacles because it only uses current sonar data;

without obstacle tracking and sonar peripheral vision, the neural network does not realize

that the obstacles are still present once the AUV’s sonar no longer detects them.

Merit function. Williams, Lagace andWoodfin created a merit function approach

to obstacle avoidance by augmenting a potential field approach with a "visit counter"

heuristic. This approach is designed for an AUV outfitted with a sonar and is based on

Hyland’s two-dimensional work [70]. The "visit counter" reduces the susceptibility

to local minima by increasing an obstacle’s repulsive force according to how many times
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the sonar detects it; this tends to drive the AUV away from certain areas in which it

would normally become trapped. Simulation results support this claim.

The merit function tracks both stationary and moving obstacles. Although the

development is in three dimensions, the simulation results are in two.

Collision detector. Schaffer and Herb developed a real-time collision avoidance

safety system for a computer simulated robot arm [71]. The arm is modelled as set

of cylinders and spheres. Their safety system employs an octree structure that continually

subdivides an octree region until each new region contains no more than a predetermined

number of obstacles. Each time an octree node changes size or contents, the system

checks for possible collisions. By only checking for collisions in updated octree nodes,

the approach can be very fast when the robot arm’s position changes slowly. Details of

how the collision detector works, though, are not given.

The use of cylinders and spheres permits fairly complicated obstacles to be

represented. Also, the octree structure is extremely efficient in terms of memory

requirements. However, because the system only accepts a priori obstacle positions, the

path cannot progress if new obstacles are found.

Harmonic potential fields. Kim and Kholsa use harmonic potential fields to

eliminate the local minima problem associated with traditional potential field approaches

[72]. A series of panels form polyhedrons that model the obstacles. Each panel has

an associated harmonic function that repels a mobile robot traveling through the obstacle

field.
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Despite their efforts, the harmonic potential field still exhibits local minima

problems for mobile robots that cannot be approximated by a point The local minima

appear as stagnation points where the robot cannot move. Furthermore, the approach

assumes complete knowledge of obstacle positions. The algorithm development in the

paper is three-dimensional while the simulation results are two-dimensional.

Navigation functions. Rimon and Koditschek introduce "navigation functions" as

a restricted class of potential field functions [73]. When given a point object and

known circular obstacles, the navigation functions create potential fields that are free from

local minima. The navigation functions take into full consideration any torque limitations

of the robotic manipulator for which it they were developed. Two-dimensional

simulations used the navigation functions to calculate gradients that are free from local

minima and that lead to the goal.

Although there are no local minima in this approach, the calculated gradients often

hug the obstacle boundaries too tightly. This, in turn, causes the gradient vector fields

to vary too abruptly to be implemented in a practical setting.

Other methods and related research. Other obstacle avoidance methods in the

literature are quite similar to one or more of the methods previously described. Assorted

path planning methods include timing investigations into three-dimensional searching

methods by Bonsignore [74]; heuristic searching by Ong [75]; Wong and Fu’s

two-dimensional orthogonal space planning [76]; Bien and Lee’s time-optimal dual

robot control [77]; Shin and Zheng’s multiple robot work [78]; Wilfong’s
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consideration of steering angle limitations when planning paths [79]; and Richbourg’s

performance study of different two-dimensional path planning techniques [80].

Other penalty function methods have been investigated by Langley Research

Center [81], The Naval Research Laboratory [82] and the U.S. Army [83].

Smith et al. developed a rudimentary swept volume method [84] and Donald uses a

C-Voranoi diagram for solving the motion planning problem [85]. Neural network

approaches have been studied by Norton [86].

Several researchers have developed hybrid methods. Herman combines "hill¬

climbing, generate and test, A* and octrees" [87]. Both Iyengar et al. [88] and

Keirsey et al. [89] use global path planning with local swept volumes. Krogh and

Thorpe merge global path planning with local penalty functions [90].

Spouge [91], Witkowski [92], Meystel et al. [93], and Richbourg et

al. [94] have been developing ways to speed up dynamic programming and path

planning methods. Other efforts towards finding better ways to utilize and store sensor

data [95] and integrating sensor data with navigation data are underway [96].

Summary of Obstacle Avoidance Methods

Table 2-1 summarizes the obstacle avoidance method discussion. Because none

of the techniques described satisfy all of the mine avoidance requirements previously

listed, no one method can be directly applied to AUV mine avoidance without significant

improvements. Nevertheless, the discussion leads to several observations.
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Table 2-1. Obstacle Avoidance Research Summary
Date Developer/

Method
Algorithm
Type

Dimension Object
Shape

Obstacle

Shapes
Accepts
A Priori
Information

Accepts
Sensor
Data

Validation/

Testing

9/75 Cahn & Phillips/
Range-Based
ROBNAV

Local

Penalty
Function

2-d Rectangle Polygons No Yes

(Range
Sensor)

Simulation

10/79 Lozano-Perez &
Welsey/
Polyhedral
Obstacles

Global

Path

Planning

3-d Point Polhedrons Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

& Lab.
Demo.

4/83 Brooks/
Generalized

Cylinders

Global
Path

Planning

2-d Polygon Polygons Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

7/83 Moravec/
Stanford Cart

Global
Path

Planning

2-d Circle Circles Yes Yes

(TV
Camera)

Simulation
& Field
Demo.

1/84 Chien, Zhang &
Zhang/Rotation
Mapping Graph

Global

Swept
Volume

2-d Circle Polygons Yes

(Required)
No Numerical

Examples

8/84 Krogh/
Generalized
Potential Field

Global

Penalty
Function

2-d Point Convex

Polygons
Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

8/84 Thorpe/ Path
Relaxation

Global
Path

planning

2-d Point Circles Yes Yes

(Video
Images)

Simulation

Using Real
Video Data

2/85 Gilbert &
Johnson/
Distance
Functions

Global

Penalty
Function

3-d Convex

Polygon
Convex

Polygons
Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

(2-d only)

2/85 Crowley/
Intelligent
Mobile Robot

Global
Path

Planning
& Local
Path

Planning

2-d Point Polygons Yes Yes (Ultra
sonic

Range
Sensor &
Touch
Sensors)

Simulation

2/86 Nitao & Parodi/
Autonomous
Land Vehicle

Global
Path

Planning
& Local

Penalty
Function

2-d

(3-d
world)

Point Polygons Yes

(Required)
Yes

(Utlra-
sonic

Imaging
Sensor)

Simulation
& Field
Demo.

2/86 Singh & Wagh/
Intersecting
Convex Shapes

Global
Path

Planning

2-d Point Convex

Polygon
Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

4/86 Khatib/ Artificial
Potential Field

Local

Penalty
Function

3-d Analytic
Equation

Analytic
Equation

Yes

(Required)
Yes

(Vision
System)

Lab. Demo.

6/87 Elfes/ Sonar-
Based Mapping
& Navigation

Global
Path

Planning

2-d Grid

Square
Grid

Squares
Yes Yes

(Ultra¬
sonic

Sonar)

Simulation.
Indoor &
Outdoor
Demos.
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Table 2-1.-continued

Date Developer/
Method

Algorithm
Type

Dimension Object
Shape

Obstacle

Shapes
Accepts
A Priori
Information

Accepts
Sensor

Data

Validation/

Testing

12/87 Oommen,
Iyengar, Rao &
Kashyap/
Learned

Visibility Graphs

Global
Path

Planning
& Swept
Volume

2-d Convex

Polygon
Convex

Polygons
No Yes

(Few
Details)

Example

11/88 Hyland/ AUV
Obstacle
Avoidance

Local

Swept
Volume

2-d Circle Circles Yes Yes

(Sonar)
Simulation

5/89 Gilbert & Hung/
Collision
Detection

Local

Swept
Volume

3-d Convex

Polygon
Convex

Polygons
Yes

(Only One)
No Simulation

5/89 Kue & Barshan/
Unstructured
Environment

Navigation

Local

Swept
Volume

2-d Circle Grid

Square
No Yes

(Sonic
Range
Sensor)

Indoor
Demo.

5/89 Warren/AUV
Route Planning

Global

Penalty
Function

3-d Point Poly¬
hedron

Yes Yes

(No
Details)

Simulation

(2-d Only)

6/89 Hyland/ Optimal
AUV Obstacle

Avoidance

Global

Penally
Function
& Local

Swept
Volume

3-d Point Spheres Yes Yes

(Sonar)
Simulation

6/89 Sciller & Tench/
Neural Network-
Based AUV
Guidance

Neural
Netwoik

(Local
Swept
Volume)

2-d Details
Unknown

Polygons No Yes

(Sonar)
Simulation

(Limited)

6/90 DeMuth &

Springsteen/
Neural Network
Obstacle
Avoidance

Neural
Netwoik

(Local
Swept
Volume)

2-d Polygons Polygons No Yes

(Sonar)
Simulation

6/90 Williams,
Lagrace &
Woodfin/ Merit
Function

Global

Penalty
Function

3-d Sphere Spheres Yes Yes

(Sonar)
Simulation

(2-d only)

4/92 Schaffer & Herb/
Robot Aim
Collision
Detector

Global
Path

Planning

3-d Cylinder
& Sphere
Composite

Cylinder,
Sphere &
Rectangle
Composite

Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

6/92 Kim & Kholsa/
Harmonic

Potential Fields

Global

Penalty
Function

2-d Point Polygons Yes

(Required)
No Simulation

9/92 Rimon &
Koditschek/

Navigation
Function

Global

Penalty
Function

2-d Point Circles Yes

(Required)
No Simulation
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First, the simulation and demonstration results described in the literature support

the stated advantages and disadvantages of each method. Second, as one would expect,

all three basic approaches perform only as well as the available obstacle position

information. And third, the hybrid methods formed by combining two of the methods out

perform any one approach. Developing a hybrid approach is the logical choice for AUV

Mine Avoidance.



CHAPTER 3
REFLEXIVE MINE AVOIDANCE APPROACH

Overview

Considering the technical difficulties associated with mine avoidance and the host

of particular obstacle avoidance approaches, a new reflexive mine avoidance approach has

been developed. The reflexive approach combines a global path planner with a local,

reflexive swept volume method. This combination offers definite advantages. Global

path planning makes effective use of both global and a priori mine positions. The local,

reflexive swept volume method makes prudent use of local mine position data and when

properly designed, exhibits robust behavior with respect to reasonable navigation error.

The remaining requirements enumerated in Chapter 2 have been addressed by separating

the mine avoidance approach into three distinct parts: tracking mine positions, planning

paths through the estimated minefield and avoiding remembered mine positions. Figure

3-1 shows a high level block diagram of this structure. Note that the mine avoidance

logic also requires sonar data and vehicle position information. Hence, testing the mine

avoidance capability in a simulation environment requires models for the sonar, the

vehicle dynamics and the inertial navigation system (INS).

34
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Figure 3-1. Block Diagram Overview

This chapter begins by describing models for the vehicle dynamics, the navigation

system and the sonar. It then provides a complete description of the reflexive mine

avoidance logic and discusses how the approach satisfies the remaining requirements in

Chapter 2.

Vehicles Dynamics and Navigation Error

Vehicle Dynamic Model

The vehicle dynamic model simulates the dynamics of an underwater vehicle.

Currently, the model is tuned to correspond to the aforementioned Control System Test

Vehicle: a 30 foot long, fully autonomous 1/12-scale model of a LOS ANGELES class

submarine [97, pp. 731-733]. The dynamic model is relatively simple. Using

commanded heading, pitch and roll as inputs, second order difference equations propagate
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trae heading, pitch and roll from the current vehicle state at time t to the next vehicle

state at time t + dt. Because the resultant angular velocities, angular accelerations, turn

diameters and vehicle positions simulate those of an actual AUV, the dynamic model

lends itself to a more thorough testing of the mine avoidance logic. Also, the model’s

ease of implementation allows other vehicles to be readily tested in simulation.

Navigation Error

Rigorous testing of the mine avoidance techniques dictates that navigation errors

be included in the simulation. Therefore, a Doppler/INS model has been incorporated

into the simulation. Although the simulation does not specifically model all of the

dynamics associated with the Doppler/INS system, it does model its major sources of

error. The modeled error sources include

1. A 1.0% scale factor error for the Doppler/INS.

2. A 1.0% scale factor error for the depth sensor.

3. A fixed 0.3 degree uncompensated heading bias.

4. Random noise on roll, pitch and yaw (uncorrelated and normally

distributed with zero mean and 0.12 variance (radians2)).

5. Random Noise on depth (uncorrelated and normally distributed with

zero mean and 0.252 variance (feet2)).

and

6. Random noise on Doppler velocity (uncorrelated and normally

distributed with zero mean and 0.012 variance (feet/second)2).
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Many currently available Doppler/INS systems have better performance

characteristics than this model. Conservatively, then, this model provides realistic

navigation data for the mine avoidance logic. Appendix A provides a detailed description
of the vehicle dynamic model and the Doppler/INS model.

Energy-Based Sonar Model

Considerable effort has been spent on developing a realistic sonar model to drive

the mine avoidance simulation. The resulting energy-based sonar model contains both

sufficient detail to accurately represent the sonar’s first order characteristics and enough

flexibility to evaluate virtually any forward-looking sonar configuration. The sonar

model’s superior performance and novel design have made it the basis for a side scan

sonar model that generates highly realistic simulated side scan sonar images [98],

[99].

The energy-based approach uses the standard sonar equations for surface, bottom

and volume reverberation; thermal, ambient and flow noises; two-way transmission loss;

directivity index; etc. Additionally, the sonar simulation pre-computes many of these

sonar equations and stores the results in look up tables. This makes the sonar

simulation’s execution speed relatively fast for the exceptional level of detail contained

in the model. The sonar model also contains actual receiver and projector beam patterns,

complete with side lobes. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) produced, in turn, yield

realistic probabilities of detection (that vary with range and angle) and a constant false
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alarm rate. The generated sonar data includes the uncertainties caused by the coarse

angular resolution and overlapping beams typical of forward-looking sonars.

Input parameters to the sonar model, such as environmental conditions, side lobe

level, number of beams, source level, beam patterns, etc., enable a variety of sonar

configurations to be tested in a wide range of environmental conditions. The research has

focussed primarily on Sonatech Inc.’s Terrain and Obstacle Avoidance Sonar (TOAS)

which is a three-row by five-column beam configuration that encompasses a total of 33

degrees by 55 degrees [100]. Finally, the sonar model incorporates some data

pre-processing. Before the sonar conveys any sonar data to the mine avoidance logic, the

pre-processing procedure threshold-detects the data; only returns above a specified

detection threshold are categorized as detections and subsequently passed on to the mine

avoidance logic. Appendix B gives a thorough account of the energy-based sonar model.

Reflexive Mine Avoidance Logic

Overview

The mine avoidance logic is divided into three parts: (1) mine position tracking

(MPT); (2) global path planning (GPP); and (3) local reflexive mine avoidance (LRMA).

Estimating and remembering mine positions greatly reduces the missed detection problem.

Once the sonar detects a target, it remembers its position. The path planning portion then

uses the estimated mine positions to plan a safe path through the minefield. Finally, the

LRMA logic, which is based on a local swept volume method, guides the AUV along the

planned path. When newly encountered targets obstruct the planned path, the LRMA
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logic maneuvers the AUV around them and ensures that the AUV maintains at least the

minimum prescribed safe standoff distance.

Target Tracking, Target Size and Shape and Clustering Sonar Data

Target tracking. The sonar’s characteristics give rise to false alarms and missed

detections. Overlapping beams and side lobes cause extraneous sonar detections while

navigation errors make exact mine position estimation impossible. Unfortunately, the

sonar cannot simultaneously maximize detections and minimize false alarms. There is

an inverse relationship between the two. To complicate the problem further, some

method to associate new sonar measurements with previously detected sonar targets is

also required. The mine position tracking logic has been designed to make this

association.

False alarm reduction is achieved by setting the detection threshold sufficiently

high. Thus, when the sonar indicates a detection, the probability is high that it is in fact

a target and the probability is low that it is a false alarm. To reduce the effects of a low

probability of detection that result from a high detection threshold, the MPT logic

remembers the mine positions once the sonar detects them.

When the sonar indicates a target, an extended Kalman filtering algorithm

processes the sonar data and forms a statistical measure of how well each of the

previously detected mine position estimates matches the currently detected mine. Chapter

4 discusses the details of the Kalman filtering algorithm and the procedure that matches

sonar data with previously detected mines. If the current detection is not close enough

to any previously detected mine, the procedure adds a new position estimate and
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covariance matrix to its table and initializes a new detection counter to one. If the

currently detected mine can be matched to a previously detected mine, the extended

Kalman filter uses the new position information to refine the prior position estimate. The

procedure also increments a corresponding detection counter. The mine avoidance logic

ignores mine position estimates until their corresponding detection counter reaches a

specified detection counter limit, MinDetectCount. In this manner, the mine tracking

logic continually improves its mine position estimates, maintains the position estimates’

accuracies and keeps count of how many times each mine has been detected. This

procedure sequentially matches the sonar measurements with the most likely mine

position estimates.

Target size and shape and clustering sonar data. Remembering complex target shapes in

three dimensions is impractical and not necessary for successful mine avoidance. The

mine position estimation logic only needs to remember where the centers of the mines are

located. Additionally, the estimation logic structure permits it to accommodate

non-mine-like targets as well. Large obstructions such as reefs and unusual underwater

terrain are broken down and remembered as many smaller objects; the logic organizes

the sonar detections so that each target is remembered as a sphere with radius no larger

than a predetermined limit, Maxsize. Furthermore, if these objects can be categorized as

mine-like or non-mine-like by some external computer aided classification routine, the

mine avoidance logic can associate the correct standoff distance to each sonar target.

Actual sonar systems measure the returned energy in each of the sonar’s sampled

range cells. This forms a three-dimensional array of sonar data. Two of the array
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dimensions identify the sonar beam row and column number and the third identifies range

cell number. Actual target range is easily calculated from range cell number and range

cell spacing. However, this data is not in the proper format for the mine tracking

algorithms. A sonar pre-processing algorithm first reduces the data by threshold-detecting

all of the sonar data after each sonar ping cycle. Energy levels above a specified

detection threshold are categorized as detections and subsequently passed on to a

clustering routine. Figure 3-2 shows what a threshold-detected sonar display might look

like. The narrow arcs in the figure separate the range sample cells. The dark cells

represent cells that contain returned energy levels above the detection threshold.

The sonar could detect a target in many contiguous range cells. For instance, if

a mine is six feet long and the sonar’s range sample cell is one-half a foot long, the sonar

could detect the mine in up to twelve contiguous range sample cells. Or if two or more
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mines were very close, the sonarmight indicate an even longer series of contiguous range

cells with detections. In another situation, a single mine could be simultaneously detected

in multiple sonar beams. In these instances, should the range cells be interpreted as a

single target or a group of targets?

The clustering approach recognizes that in such an instance, the sonar cannot

discriminate between a single target and multiple targets. Furthermore, the sonar cannot

resolve any target’s angular width to a finer degree than receiving beam’s angular width.

To attempt to resolve a target size to a finer degree would be inconsistent with the sonar’s

capabilities. Therefore, the clustering logic groups all contiguous range cell detections

within a receiver beam into a single target. There is, however, a maximum number of

range cells, Maxlink, that can be grouped into a single target. Contiguous cells longer

than Maxsize are broken down into multiple tracked targets. Maxsize and Maxlink are

determined by the following relationships.

Maxsize=R sin(Q (feet) (3-1)

and

Maxlink-MaxsizelCell_Size (integer number) (3-2)

where

Maxsize^Maximum perceived size of tracked target (feet) (3-3)

/?=Maximum sonar range (feet) (3-4)
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£=One-half of the maximum of the receiving beam's
angular bearing coverage and the receiving (3-5)
beam's angular elevation coverage (radians)

Maxlink=Maximum number of contiguous range cells that can (3.^)be grouped together to form one target (integer number)

and

Cell_size=Sonar range sample cell size (feet) (3-7)

This process subdivides all targets into a series of spheres. The tracking routine

remembers each sphere as a point with spherical radius Maxsize. Figure 3-3 illustrates

how the clustering procedure would cluster the threshold detected returns In Figure 3-2.

The dots represent each sphere’s center. Note that to minimize the error in the target

location estimate, the sphere centers are placed in the middle of the sonar beams and the

middle of the contiguous cells.

Global Path Planning

Overview. Previous research into mine avoidance revealed that a purely reflexive

mine avoidance algorithm could allow the host vehicle to become trapped in certain box

canyon situations [101]. Although the reflexive algorithm would not allow the

vehicle to navigate too close to any mines, it lacked the sophistication necessary to escape

box canyon scenarios. Hence, it became necessary to integrate a high level path planning

procedure with the purely reflexive mine avoidance logic. The global path planner

divides the entire three-dimensional space into rectangular volume elements (voxels).

Based on each voxel’s proximity to estimated positions, the GPP deems each voxel as
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safe or unsafe. A dynamic programming based search strategy then calculates a safe path

from the AUV’s current position, through the safe voxels, to the desired end point. Note

that because the path planning strategy only accounts for mine position estimates of

detected mines, the planner typically works with an incomplete set of mine position

information. Hence, a planned path could pass too close to an undetected mine.

However, our path planning strategy reduces such possibilities somewhat by

accommodating a priori information such as known mine or underwater obstruction

positions. Figure 3-4 shows a two-dimensional path planning example.

The large dots represent the estimated mine positions and the circles represent the

required standoff distances. All voxels that touch any portion of a standoff region are

classified as unsafe (indicated by darkened voxel). The GPP then calculates a safe path
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Figure 3-4. Path Planning Example with Complete Mine Position Data

from the start, through the safe voxels, to the goal. The safe path consists of a series of

weigh points. Each weigh point is located at the center of a safe voxel.

One drawback of the path planning function is that the dynamic programming

employs massive amounts of memory and consumes considerable processing time. This

combination requires an effort towards increasing execution speed so that a real-time

implementation of the mine avoidance capability can be demonstrated. Chapter 5 presents

some preliminary results that address these problems. Figure 3-5 illustrates a situation

in which the path planner has incomplete mine position information.
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Figure 3-5. Path Planning Example with Incomplete Mine Position Data

The mine positions in Figure 3-5 are the same as in Figure 3-4. However, the area

around the undetected mine is not shaded because the path planner is unaware of its

existence. Hence, the planned path goes through the unsafe standoff region. This

example clearly demonstrates the GPP’s dependence on how well global mine positions

are known.

Node searching methods. As previously described in Chapter 2, global path

planners normally model the safe voxels in an obstacle field as nodes. The path planner

then searches the nodes for a safe path. The particular search strategy is usually based

on some sort of cost function where the cost of a path is directly related to the planned
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path’s distance. Many node searching strategies exist. This research focussed on two

node searching strategies, A* and breadth-first [102]. With respect to planned path

distance, A* is optimal and breadth-first is suboptimal. Because these techniques are well

documented in the literature, the details of the node searching algorithms are not

contained in this dissertation.

Three dimensions and path relaxation. In the two-dimensional path planning

examples, the voxel structure allows each node to have eight neighbors; if the planned

path goes through a node, the next node on the path must be one of the node’s eight

neighbors. The literature refers to the first node as a parent node and the neighbor nodes

as child nodes. The global path planner utilized in this simulation is three-dimensional.

Hence, using a similar voxel structure in three dimensions, a parent node has 26 children.

The search strategy is basically the same. There are just more child nodes to search.

However, because an AUV would have great difficulty progressing to a node immediately

above or below the AUV’s current node, the search strategy used in this simulation only

considers 24 child nodes. The search strategy is not permitted to search immediately

above or below the current node.

The node searching mechanism creates planned paths comprised of a series of

weigh points that form straight line segments. Each segment’s orientation is some integer

multiple of forty-five degrees. However, by adapting Thorpe’s path relaxation idea

[103], some intermediate weigh points can be eliminated.

The adapted path relaxation procedure systematically tests all intermediate weigh

points for possible removal. The procedure tests a weigh point, w„ by determining if the
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straight line segment from weigh point vv¡.; to wi+1 is still safe. If the new line segment

does not pass through any voxels known to be unsafe, the weigh point is removed. This

process smooths the planned paths and reduces the planned distance. Figure 3-6 shows

the resulting path when the path relaxation procedure is applied to the path in Figure 3-4.

The solid line in the figure indicates the relaxed path. The figure still shows the

weigh points that were removed from the original planned path.

Both of the path planners used in this simulation employ this path relaxation

technique. However, the A* planner exhibits better path relaxation performance than the

breadth-first planner. This is because A* initially has a weigh point located in every

voxel through which the planned path passes. Breadth-first, on the other hand, only has

nodes in voxels where the planned path changes direction. Therefore, for the same

overall planned path, A* would have more nodes than breadth-first. This performance

difference is entirely due to the weigh point implementation differences. The A* planner

was developed more recently than the breadth-first planner. Hence, its design benefitted

from the results of the earlier breadth-first design.

Local, Reflexive Mine Avoidance Logic

Safety Spheres

The local, reflexive mine avoidance logic is based on a local swept volume

method. It has three basic requirements. First, it must maintain at least the minimum

safe standoff distance from all mines (or more generally, all obstacles). Second, it must

guarantee that sufficient room exists for the AUV to perform a 360 degree turn. This
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Figure 3-6. Path Relaxation Example

enables the sonar to map out the area immediately around the AUV before the logic

decides the best evasive action. And finally, if depth changing is desired, it must ensure

that the AUV has adequate elevation clearance to maneuver vertically. Figures 3-7 and

3-8 illustrate these three conditions.

Figure 3-7 shows a top view the AUV, its ideal sonar coverage and the two safety

regions around the vehicle. Guaranteeing that the AUV does not navigate too close to

a mine is equivalent to maneuvering the AUV so that no mine penetrates the inner circle.

Note that to account for the uncertainties associated with mine position, mine size and

vehicle position and to add an additional safety margin, the inner circle has been enlarged
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by an amount U + SMI beyond the standoff distance. Ensuring that no mines enter this

region is a primary requirement of the LRMA logic. The outer circle in Figure 3-7

includes an additional turn diameter requirement and a second safety margin. Note that

because the AUV can turn around either to the right or to the left, the outer turn diameter

circle’s integrity only has to be maintained on one side of the vehicle at any particular

time. This divides the outer turn diameter circle into two semicircles.

The inner safety circle in Figure 3-8 is the analogous situation in the vertical

plane. However, the outer circle has been extended by any desired elevation clearance

instead of the turn diameter of the AUV. The avoidance logic only has to maintain one

half of the outer circle (either above or below the AUV).

Figure 3-7. Top View of Ideal Sonar Coverage and Safe Area Encompassing AUV
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Figure 3-8. Side View of Ideal Sonar Coverage and Safe Area Encompassing AUV

In three dimensions, these conditions form three spherical regions around the

vehicle: a safety sphere; a turn diameter sphere; and an elevation clearance sphere.

Similar to the outer safety circles, the turn diameter sphere and the elevation clearance

sphere can each be subdivided into two hemispheres. The mine avoidance problem can

now be viewed as moving these three spheres through the minefield under the conditions

that: (1) no mines may enter the inner safety sphere; (2) no mines may simultaneously

penetrate both hemispheres (left and right) of the turn diameter sphere; and (3) no mines

may simultaneously penetrate both hemispheres (upper and lower) of the elevation

clearance sphere. The LRMA logic closely guides the AUV along the planned path and

continually maneuvers the vehicle as necessary to maintain the integrity of these three

spheres.
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The inner safety sphere is the smallest volume that satisfies the requirement that

the AUV must maintain a minimum standoff distance from all mines. However, both

outer spheres are larger than necessary. For instance, when performing a 360 degree turn,

the vehicle only needs the extra turn diameter clearance in a narrow region of height h

around the plane in which the turn is executed. This creates a disc-like region around the

AUV as illustrated by the shaded area in Figure 3-9. Extending a standoff distance

around this region creates a rectangular volume around the vehicle.

Figure 3-9. Side View of Disc-Like Turn Region Around AUV

An analogous situation exists with the elevation clearance. A major problem with

using such shapes is that they depend on vehicle orientation. For instance, if the AUV

was descending when it made a flat turn, the rectangular volume region would no longer

be parallel the x-y plane. Likewise, the region required for elevation clearance moves as
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the vehicle changes heading. Using spheres, however, creates regions that are

independent of vehicle orientation. Rotations do not affect them. This greatly simplifies

the mathematics involved with computing the regions and detecting when any standoff

regions violate the spheres. Therefore, spheres are the logical choice for the safety

regions around the AUV.

Synthetic Sonar

Overview. Figure 3-10 depicts the basis of the LRMA logic.
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First, the algorithm creates a synthetic sonar. That is, it hypothetically extends the

sonar coverage well beyond the actual sonar coverage. Since the AUV constantly moves

forward, a synthetic sonar elevation and bearing coverage of 180 degrees is sufficient;

the synthetic sonar need not look behind the vehicle. Also, to be consistent with the

actual sonar system, the synthetic beam widths should be an integer multiple of the actual

beam widths.

The synthetic sonar is readily accomplished by having estimates for both the

AUV’s position and the mine positions. Then, for each and every synthetic sonar beam,

the procedure calculates the ranges to all of the estimated mine positions (if any) that

intersect with the corresponding synthetic sonar beam. Finally, the LRMA logic uses the

closest range in each synthetic beam to determine how to maneuver to maintain the

spheres’ integrities. Figure 3-10 shows that when the AUV turns at a constant turn rate,

the safety circles intersect the synthetic sonar beams at known points. The constant turn

rate corresponds to the AUV’s minimum turn radius, MinTurnRadius. In the figure these

intersection points are located where the dashed arcs intersect with the edges of the ideal

sonar beams. A similar situation exists in the side view. The LRMA approach

determines these ranges in three dimensions for all of the synthetic sonar beams. Thus,

if the range to the closest mine in each beam is known, the algorithm can easily

determine a number of logical conditions related to both the inner and outer spherical

regions. The LRMA logic uses two independent control functions, a heading control

function (HCF) and a pitch control function (PCF), to combine these often conflicting

logical conditions and generate commanded roll, pitch and yaw that maintain the three
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basic requirements previously listed. The heading control function is always active while

the pitch control function can optionally be active or inactive.

Synthetic sonar beam numbering and inner/outer safety areas. Continuing with the

explanation of the LRMA approach first requires some definitions. Figures 3-11 and 3-12

illustrate how to identify each synthetic sonar beam.

Figure 3-11 indicates that the sonar beam row numbers range from -NSR to NSR.

The sonar beam column numbers in Figure 3-12 range from -NSC to NSC. The row and

column numbers uniquely identify each beam. This creates an array of sonar beams

Beam(iJ); i=-NSR,...,NSR; j=-NSC,...JVSC - (3'8)

Now define the range to the closest target in each Beam(i,j) as

TRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...,NSR; j=-NSC,...,NSC <3'9)

Figure 3-13 shows a top view of the critical turn diameter area.

For each beam, beam(i,j), let the range to the edge of this turn diameter sphere

area be

TDRange(ijy, i=-NSR NSR; j=-NSC,...,NSC

Likewise, Figure 3-14 shows a top view of the critical safety sphere area.

For each beam, beam(i,j), let the range to the edge of this safety sphere area be

SSRangedJ); i=-NSR,...,NSR; j=-NSC,...JJSC (3'!1)

Figure 3-15 shows a side view of the critical elevation clearance sphere area.
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Figure 3-13. Top View of Critical Turn Diameter Sphere Area
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Figure 3-15. Top View of Critical Safety Sphere Area

Head¡ng

SD = Standoff Distance

U = Size Uncertainty

TD = Turn Diameter

SM1 = Safety Margin 1

SM2 = Safety Marg[n 2

For each beam, beam(i,j), let the range to the edge of this elevation clearance

sphere area be

ECRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...,NSR\ j=-NSC,...,NSC (3-12)
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Logical Conditions Related to Three Safety Spheres

Now, the previously mentioned logical conditions related to the three safety

spheres can be described in terms of Beam(i,j), TRange(i,j), SSRange(i,j), TDRange(iJ)

and ECRange(iJ). These logical conditions are:

GORTSS: The AUV must turn right to maintain the safety sphere (3-13)

GOLTSS: The AUV must turn left to maintain the safety sphere (3*14)

GORTTD: The AUV must turn right to maintain the turn (3-15)
diameter sphere

GOLTTD: The AUV must turn left to maintain the turn (3-16)
diameter sphere

GOUPEC: The AUV must pitch up to maintain the elevation (3-17)
clearance sphere

GODNEC: The AUV must pitch down to maintain the elevation (3-18)
clearance sphere

CANGRT: The AUV can turn right without violating the turn (3-19)
diameter sphere

CANGLT: The AUV can turn left without violating the turn (3-20)
diameter sphere

CANGUP: The AUV can pitch up without violating the elevation (3-21)
clearance sphere
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and
CANGDN: The AUV can pitch down without violating the (3-22)

elevation clearance sphere

These logical conditions have either a true or false value. Mathematically, they

are defined as follows

GORTSS = TRangeiij) < SSRange(ij); i=-NSR,...,NSR; j=0,...,-NSC (3-23)

GOLTSS = TRange(iJ) < SSRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...MSR; j=0,...MC (3-24)

GORTTD = TRange(iJ) < TDRange(iJ)\ i=-NSR,...,NSR\ j=0,...,-NSC (3-25)

GOLTTD = TRange(iJ) < TDRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...JJSR; j=0,...JVSC (3-26)

GOUPEC = TRange(iJ) < ECRange(iJ); i=-l,...,-NSR; j=-NSC,...,NSC (3-27)

GODNEC = TRange(iJ) < ECRange(iJ); i'=l,...^V5/?; j=-NSC,...fJSC (3-28)

CANGRT = TRange(iJ) < TDRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...JVSR; j=l (3-29)
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CANGLT = TRangedJ) < TDRange(iJ); i=-NSR,...,NSR; y'—l (3-30)

CANGUP = TRange(iJ) < ECRangedJ)', i=l; j=-NSC,...,NSC (3-31)

and

CANGDN = TRangedJ) ^ ECRangedJ)', i-~U j=-NSC,...fiSC (3-32)

Some additional metrics associated with the safety spheres are

GRSSMN = Minimum(TRangedJ) -SSRangedJ))', (3-33)
i=-NSR,...,NSR; j=-l,...,-NSC (feet)

GLSSMN = Minimum(TRangedJ)-SSRangedJ))- (3-34)
i=-NSR,...JVSR', j=l,...JJSC (feet)

GRTDMN = Minimum(TRange(iJ)-TDRangedJ))- (3-35)
i=-NSR,...JVSR\ j=-l,...,-NSC (feet)

GLTDMN = Minimum(TRangedJ)-TDRange(iJ))', (3-36)
i=-iV5/?,...^V5/?y=-l,...^5C (feef)

RClosest = Minimum(TRange(iJ)) i=-NSR,...,NSR\ j=0,...,NSC (feet) (3-37)
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LClosest = Minimum(TRange(ij)) i=-NSR,...JVSR\ j=0,...,-NSC (feet) (3-38)

5vi/ = heading error = vi/, , - \i/T ° T desired ' measured

= desired heading - measured heading (radians)
(3-39)

80 = pitch error = 0, , - 0r desired measured

= desired pitch - measured pitch (radians)
(3-40)

and

5<1) = roll error = <b. . . — 0T ~ desired ' measured

= desired roll - measured roll (radians)
(3-41)

Expanding Remembered Mine Positions

Creating a safety sphere around the AUV of some radius r + t and guiding it

through the minefield so that no mine enters its volume is mathematically equivalent to

using a sphere of radius r and expanding the mines by radius t [104, p. 876]. Using

this property, the reflexive mine avoidance logic expands all estimated mine positions by

SD + U, the standoff distance plus the total size uncertainty. The previous discussion

of safety spheres, synthetic sonar, logical conditions and metrics still applies. However,

the three radii of the safety spheres must be reduced by SD + U. With this change, the

logical conditions and metric definitions are still valid.
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Heading Control Function

The heading control function combines the logical conditions and turn diameter

and safety sphere metrics to determine a commanded heading that safely guides the AUV

through the minefield. Let the rate-limited heading error be

5V,rate -limited = minimum^,8\\rmaximJ;
= maximum(b\if, -5\i/ );v ' 7 • maximum/ 7

6\|t>0.0 (3-42)
8\|/<0.0 (radians)

where

8\i/ = the maximum possible positive headingT maximum r r o

change in one control update cycle (radians)
(3-43)

and let

8Vrau-imited ~ rate-limited commanded heading change (radians) (3-44)

The HCF combines these conditions to generate a commanded heading change.

A FORTRAN-like description of the heading control function algorithm is indicated

below.

If (GORTSS AND. GOLTSS) Then
If (GRSSMN < GLSSMN) Then

= 5V,
Else

5V_d = -8Vmaxii

End If
Else If (GORTSS) Then

8\i/ = 8\jr
Else If (GOLTSS) Then

= "SV,

maximum

maximum

maximum
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Else If (GORTTD .AND. GOLTTD) Then
If (GRTDMN < GLTDMN) Then

If (CANGRT) Then
command . maximum

Else If (CANGLT) Then
8\i/ = -8\i/~

command > maximum

Else
5vi/ . = 8\i/

• command < maximum

End If
Else

If (CANGLT) Then
command 5\|/max¡mum

Else If (CANGRT) Then
8\|/ . = 8\|/T command Tmaxin

Else

8y = -8\|/
End If

End If
Else If (iGORTTD .AND. CANGRT) Then

command maximum

Else If {GOLTTD .AND. CANGLT) Then
command maximum

Else

maximum

maxmimum

End If
command

=
rate-limited

The HCF structure gives priority to the safety sphere. If a mine’s standoff

distance is about to penetrate either hemisphere of the safety sphere, the heading control

function maneuvers the vehicle to the opposite side of the threatening mine. And if mines

simultaneously threaten both hemispheres, the heading control function maneuvers to

prevent the closest mine from entering the corresponding hemisphere. Note that the

calculations of GRSSMN and GLSSMN do not involve the center column of synthetic

beams. This prevents GRSSMN and GLSSMN from equalling each other when a standoff

distance in the center column is the closest standoff distance to the critical safety sphere
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area. Such an instance could prevent the heading control function from determining the

best maneuver to preserve the safety sphere’s integrity.

If no standoff region- is about to enter the critical safety sphere area, the HCF

reacts to preserve the turn diameter sphere critical area. Like the safety sphere critical

area, the HCF turns the vehicle away from mines whose standoff distances are about to

enter any of the turn diameter sphere’s hemispheres. And when mines threaten both

hemispheres, the heading control function responds to the more imminent danger. Finally,

when none of the regions are threatened, the vehicle is allowed to turn towards its desired

heading.

Flat Turn Maneuver

Whenever a standoff region causes a safety sphere violation, the AUV performs

a flat turn maneuver. During the flat turn, the AUV levels out and turns at its minimum

turn radius. The sonar sweeps out a predetermined volume immediately around the

vehicle. If the AUV holds a constant depth after the turn, the turn radius restriction

imposed by the limited sonar bearing coverage no longer applies while the AUV remains

in the swept out volume. Figure 3-16 shows a top view of this swept out region.

The dashed circle in the figure represents the outer boundary of the swept out

region. It has diameter SVD. The inner circle corresponds to the turn diameter sphere.

Figure 3-17 shows a side view of this region.

Note that the interior of the region is not swept out by the sonar. However, the

three safety spheres maintained by the mine avoidance logic already ensure that an
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interior region of radius SD + TD is free from mines. As long as the AUV maintains a

constant depth and remains within the standoff distance, SD, from the edge of this region,

the mine avoidance logic does not have to restrict the AUV’s turn radius. The sonar has

already detected the mines in the area. Also, maintaining a constant heading immediately

after a flat turn extends the swept out volume region.
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Figure 3-17. Side View of Area Swept Out By Sonar During Flat Turn Maneuver

Vehicle Speed

The reflexive mine avoidance logic offers an optional reflexive/flat turn mode of

operation. In this mode, the mine avoidance logic removes the turn radius restriction by

executing periodic flat turns whenever the AUV nears the boundary of the sonar swept

volume. This mode is sometimes useful in a dense minefield environment when total

sonar bearing coverage is limited. The removed turn radius restriction permits the mine

avoidance logic to turn sharply around newly detected mines at the expense of periodic

flat turns. In the reflexive mode, the additional flat turns are not executed. The AUV

operates with a restricted turn radius.

Unfortunately, the corresponding pitch radius restriction cannot be eliminated.

Underwater vehicles typically have minimum and maximum pitch limits.
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In practice, the sonar cannot be guaranteed to detect all mines that come within

its coverage area. However, the vehicle’s speed is an important factor that determines

how well the sonar performs- mine detection. If the AUV moves too quickly, the sonar

may not perform adequately. Unless the sonar detects each target at least

MinDetectCount times, the mine avoidance logic ignores the estimated mine position. If

it moves too slowly, multiple false alarms are more likely to arise in the same vicinity.

The MPT logic could incorrectly interpret the false alarms as a single mine thereby

causing a false alarm’s detection counter to reach the MinDetectCount limit. The

vehicle’s speed must be chosen carefully so the sonar performs mine detection adequately.

Pitch Control Function

The pitch control function combines the logical conditions and elevation clearance

sphere metrics to determine a commanded pitch that safely guides the AUV through the

minefield. Let the rate-limited pitch error be

50, = m/mmMm(80,89max); 80>O.O
= maximum(bQ, -50max); 80<O.O (radians)

(3-45)

where

80max = the maximum possible positive pitch
change in one control update cycle (radians)

(3-46)

and let

50,rate-limited = rate-limited commanded pitch change (radians) (3-47)
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The PCF combines these conditions to generate a commanded pitch change. A

FORTRAN-like description of the pitch control function algorithm is indicated below.

If (GOUPEC AND. GODNEQ Then
If (CANGUP) Then

80 . = 80 .command maximum

Else If (CANGDN Then

Else

80 . = -80 .command

80 = 80 .
command maximum

End If
Else If 0GOUPEC .AND. CANGUP) Then

command maximum

Else If (GODNEC .AND. CANGDN) Then
se_ = -50_imam

Else If (GOUPEC) Then
80 = 80 .

command maximum

Else If(GODNEQ Then
80 . = -80„ .

command Maximum

Else If (80>O.O .AND. CANGUP) Then
80 = 80 Jcommand rate-limited

Else If (80<O.O .AND. CANGDN) Then

Else

80 = 80 ,. .command rate-limited

If (0>O.O) Then
= minimum(-0,-80.)

Else
80

End If
End If

command
= maximum( -0,80 .)

Certain factors limit the PCF’s range of pitch control. First, the minimum pitch

radius restriction caused by the limited sonar elevation coverage limits the vehicle’s pitch

rate. Second, if the AUV is performing a flat turn or operating in the reflexive/flat turn

mode, it must maintain a constant depth. And finally, in some instances it is not

advisable to go under or over obstacles. The standoff region may extend all the way to
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the surface [105, pp. 180-183]. Therefore, the pitch control function is considerably

less complex than the heading control function.

Since the heading control function has fewer maneuverability constraints and

already preserves the inner safety sphere, the pitch control function only maintains the

elevation clearance sphere. The FORTRAN-like description indicates that the pitch

control tests for mines penetrating the upper and lower elevation sphere hemispheres. It

then gives priority to maintaining the lower hemisphere.

If the elevation clearance sphere’s integrity is not threatened, the pitch control

function allows the vehicle to establish the desired pitch when possible. Otherwise, the

function controls the vehicle pitch to 0.0 degrees.

The mine avoidance logic does not require a roll control function. It simply

commands the roll to 0.0 degrees.

Control Mode Structure

Thus far, Chapter 3 has described the various components of the reflexive mine

avoidance logic in great detail. Examining the interaction between the components is

critical to understanding precisely how the overall mine avoidance approach functions.

Figure 3-18 illustrates the interaction in the form of a control mode transition diagram.

The figure shows that overall reflexive mine avoidance logic has four basic modes

of operation: on track (OT) mode; local reflexive (LR) mode; flat turn (FT) mode; and

acquire new track (ANT) mode. Initially, let the AUV be in the on track mode. In this

case the AUV is closely following the weigh points on the planned path and no mines or
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obstacles obstruct the path. If a mine obstructs the planned path, the mine avoidance

logic switches to the LR mode. After this mode guides the vehicle around the

obstructions and the AUV re-acquires the planned path, the mine avoidance logic’s mode

switches back to the OT mode.

However, if any of the safety sphere violations occur or if the AUV deviates from

the planned path by more than a specified off-track distance limit, the AUV immediately

enters a flat turn mode. In this mode, the vehicle levels out and performs a 360-degree

turn at its minimum turn radius. This enables the sonar to sweep out a volume

immediately around the AUV. Upon completion of the turn, the path planner re-plans a

safe path through the minefield and the avoidance logic enters the acquire new track

mode.
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In the ANT mode, the extra safety margins, SMI, SM2 and SM3 are temporarily

reduced. This is required because the nature of the local, reflexive mine avoidance logic

guides the AUV to the edges of standoff regions. In limited maneuverability situations

this frequently causes one of the three safety sphere violations. After the flat turn is

completed, though, nothing has changed; the AUV and mine positions remain virtually

unchanged. Without relaxing the extra safety margins, the mine avoidance logic would

again detect a safety sphere violation and would initiate another flat turn. Temporarily

reducing the safety margins gives the mine avoidance logic sufficient time to acquire the

new track and remove the AUV from this situation. Once the AUV travels an acquire

new track distance limit, the mine avoidance logic re-enters the on track mode. While

in the acquire new track mode, Figure 3-18 shows that the mine avoidance logic can still

enter the LR mode to avoid mines. After re-acquiring the new track, the mine avoidance

logic re-enters the acquire new track mode.

The conditions that caused the AUV to initiate a flat turn could create problems

for the path planner. The GPP could be in situation in which it believes the voxel that

the AUV is currently in is unsafe. The GPP then cannot plan a path through safe voxels.

To overcome this phenomenon the mine avoidance logic stores all of the voxels through

which the AUV has passed, in a last in first out (LIFO) buffer. If the AUV’s current

voxel is unsafe, the path planner searches the LIFO buffer for a safe voxel. This safe

voxel is then used as the ending point for the node searching strategy. The path planner

then simply adds the current voxel to the beginning of the weigh point list to complete

the path.
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When the AUV is in either the on track mode or the local reflexive mode, the

mode can change directly to the flat turn mode if a flat turn is required to perform a sonar

volume sweep. This occurs when the local, reflexive mine avoidance logic is operating

in the optional reflexive/flat turn mode and the AUV is approaching the boundary of the

previously swept out sonar volume.



CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATING SONAR TARGET POSITIONS
WITH AN EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

Introduction

Sonar systems provide range, elevation and bearing measurements to underwater

targets. The accuracy of these measurements is typically known. This chapter addresses

the problem of using these nonperiodic, noisy measurements from a sonar mounted to the

front of an underwater vehicle to estimate and refine estimates of sonar target positions

in a world cartesian coordinate system. Because the relationship between the

measurements and the target position is highly nonlinear, the conventional linear Kalman

filter cannot be used. However, the extended Kalman filter provides an appropriate

recursive filtering mechanism that accommodates the nonlinear relationship between the

two.

This chapter first summarizes the continuous-discrete Kalman filter in the general

case. Second, filter initialization procedures are derived. Third, the coordinate system

and the functional relationships for this specific extended Kalman filter implementation

are addressed. The case of no navigation error is discussed next followed by the case

with navigation error. Finally, this chapter completes the entire estimation problem by

considering how new measurements should be associated with previously detected targets.
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Continuous-Discrete Extended Kalman Filter

Mathematical Summary

A detailed summary of a continuous extended Kalman filter with discrete

measurement updates is given below [106]. Note that upper case letters indicate

matrices, underlined lower case letters indicate vectors, and lower case letters indicate

scalars.

System
Model x(t)=j\x(t),t)+w(ty, w(t)~N(0,Q(t)) (4-1)

Measurement
Model SzrN(0^t); £=1,2,... (4-2)

Initial
Conditions x(0)~N(x^,P0) (4-3)

Other

Assumptions for all k and all t (4-4)

State x=M(t)¿Y,
Estimate

Propagation x(tk)=x(+); x(-)M=x(tk+1)
(4-5)

Error
Covariance

Propagation P(t)=F(x(t),t)P(t)+P(t)F T(x(t),t)+Q(t); t<t<tk+l

PM(->P(h.i)

(4-6)
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State
Estimate

Update
(4-7)

Error
Covariance

Update
P¿+MI-KkHk(xk(-))]Pk(-) (4-8)

Gain
Matrix

KriPkHHkT(xk(-)) (4-9)

Definitions
F(im

dfát),t)
dx(f)

(4-10)

H(xk(~))=
dh(x(tk))
dx(tk) *(<,)■&(-)

(4-11)

where

and

r df¡(x(t),t)
"" ax/i)

sdht(gf¿)
V dxÁO

(4-12)

(4-13)

Filter Initialization

Equations (4-1) through (4-13) provide a detailed summary of the extended

Kalman filter and its implementation. However, filter initialization has not been
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addressed. Specifically, how should the initial estimates of the state x and the error

covariance P be chosen? If the true state estimate and measurement errors are known,

the true initial state can be calculated according to

x(0)=x(0)-6x(0) (4-14)

and

1(0)=^-^) (4-15)

where the function g(.) maps the measurements to the state.

Since the expected value of the measurement error is zero, the initial state estimate

may be calculated based entirely on the noisy initial measurement Zq as indicated in

Equation (4-16).

Initial
State £«>)=£(4> <4'16>
Estimate

Initializing the covariance matrix P is more involved. In typical Kalman filter

implementations, the initial covariance estimate is set artificially high. After repeated

measurement updates, the initial filter transients become small and the covariance estimate

is less dependent on the initial estimate. While these transients are settling down the

filter may not estimate accurately. To avoid this estimation delay, an immediate, more
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realistic initial covariance estimate is required. A reasonable procedure to estimate the

initial covariance is developed below [107].

Substituting Equation (4-14) into (4-15) yields

<4-17>

Expanding Equation (4-17) in a Taylor series and dropping second order and

higher terms produces a first order approximation for the initial state

x(0)=x(0) -&x(0) -8(4‘18)

where

A(zt)= a¡r-
dgj(¿k)
dZ;

(4-19)

and

z. = the i'th element of vector z at time k. (4-20)
1 “ifc

Substituting Equation (4-14) into Equation (4-18) and solving for the state estimate

error results in

&£(0^AÍzJüZq (4-21)
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Now note that the state estimation error covariance matrix is defined as

P(t)=E(8x(t)8xT(t)) (4-22)

Substituting Equation (4-21) into Equation (4-22), rearranging terms and moving

the expectation operation inside produces the desired initial covariance estimate

(4_23)

Note that the measurement error covariance is

R=E(8z8zf) (4-24)

so that Equation (4-23) can be simplified to

Initial
Error P^Aiz^RA \)
Covariance
Estimate

(4-25)

Equations (4-1) through (4-13) summarize the continuous extended Kalman filter

with discrete measurements while Equations (4-16) and (4-25) provide initial state and

covariance estimates.
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Coordinate System and Sonar Functional Relationships

Overview

Before the specific application of estimating sonar target positions with an

extended Kalman filter can be discussed, the coordinate system and functional

relationships that define the system and measurement models must first be defined.

Coordinate System

Figure 4-1 shows the three coordinate systems which define the positions

necessary for estimating sonar target coordinates. The three coordinate systems are world

coordinates, vehicle coordinates and sonar coordinates as indicated by the w, v and s

subscripts on the corresponding coordinate axis. Necessary target position definitions are

indicated below. All positions in the following discussion are measured in feet.



Target Position in
World Coordinates
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£w=K y* ZJ (4'26)

Target Position in
Sonar Coordinates (4-27)

Target Position in
Vehicle Coordinates £v=[*v ZX (4-28)

Sonar Coordinate System Origin
in World Coordinates —w=^xk zb)T (4-29)

Sonar Coordinate System Origin
in Vehicle Coordinates —v=^xk zb)T ~ (4-30)

Vehicle Coordinate System Origin
in World Coordinates £w=[*c yc zc (4-31)W www

In this problem formulation the sonar coordinate system is not rotated with respect

to the vehicle coordinate system; a simple translation transforms between vehicle and

sonar coordinates. A transformation from vehicle to world coordinates is achieved by

both a rotation and a translation as indicated in Equation (4-32)

X X

y =DT y
z_ w id

(4-32)
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where the rotation matrix is

COS0COSVJ/
D= sin<|)sin0cos\|/-cos<|)sim|i

sin<)>sin\|/+cos<|)sin0cos\|/

cos0sin\|/

cos(|>cosy+sin<|)sin0sin\(/
cos(j)sin0sim}/-sin^cosy

-sin0

cos0sin<|)
COS0COS<|)

(4-33)

<J)=vehicle roll (radians) (4-34)

0=vehicle pitch (radians) (4-35)

and

y=vehicle yaw (radians) (4-36)

Sonar Functional Relationships

The sonar system provides a three by one measurement vector consisting of range,

elevation angle and bearing angle to the target. The functional relationship that maps the

target position in sonar coordinates to the measurement vector is
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range (feet) r

z= elevation (radians) a

bearing (radians)
_ [PJ

JxTx
¥—S“S

Tan _1(-jc (3)/jc (1))
Tan _1(x (2)1x (1))“ P *“ c '

f~2 2 2~
\]xs +ys +zs
Tan ~\-zJx)
Tan ~'(yjx)

(4-37)

The relationship that maps the measurements to the target position in sonar

coordinates is

z(1) r

n \j 1 +Tan 2(z(2)) +Tan 2(z(3)) \J 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(|3)

z(l)Tan(z(3)) rTan(P)

\j 1 +Tan 2(z(2)) +Tan 2(z(3)) 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2((5)
J

-z(l)7an(z(2)) -rTan(a)

\J 1 +Tan 2(z(2)) +Tan 2(z(3)) J1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(|3) _

Equations (4-37) and (4-38) relate target position in sonar coordinates to the sonar

measurements. However, the Kalman filter requires these relationships to map between

world coordinates and sonar measurements. By first writing the rotation matrix as a

matrix of three vectors and then utilizing the previous definitions these relationships can

be expressed in the desired format

^1,2 *4,3
—

D= ^2,1 *4,2 *4,3 —y

^3,1 *4,2 *4,3

(4-39)
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r J(D(x -c )-ft )T(D(x -c )-ft )
Y “n> —v '“w —>v —v

z=h(x)= a = Tan~\{-dT(x -c )+zb)/(dT(x -c )~xb))Z w W v X w W

kl Tan ~l((dr(x -c )-yb )/(dT(x -c )-xb))
y W W X W W V9

(4-40)

and

xw=&(¿)=yw\=D
z

=n t

\J 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2((3)

r7an(|3)

\/1 +Tan 2(a)+Tan 2(J3)

-rTan(a)

_ /1 +Tan 2(a) +7an 2(p)

+ ft
+ c (4-41)

Target Position Estimation With No Navigation Error

Model Parameters

Note that as the problem has been stated, the filter is designed to only estimate

stationary target positions. Using the previously developed notation, the filter state is just

a three by one column vector that indicates the target position in world cartesian

coordinates. Since the targets are stationary, the true state remains constant. The state

vector and the parameters of the system model in Equation (4-1) may now be defined
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State
Vector x=xw=K yw 0T (4-42)

System
Model x(t)=0; $x(t),t)=0; w(t)=0; and <2(i)=[0] (4-43)

Parameters

The measurement vector and measurement model of Equation (4-2) have already

been defined in Equation (4-40). Since the sonar produces independent range, bearing

and elevation measurements, the measurement covariance matrix is diagonal. The

diagonal elements of the covariance matrix have units of feet2, radians2 and radians2.

Measurement
Covariance
Matrix R=

a? 0 0

0 0

0 0

(4-44)

The initial conditions of Equation (4-3) and the assumption of Equation (4-4) are

still valid. Also, note that because the system model parameters listed in Equation (4-43)

are all zero, Equations (4-5), (4-6), (4-10) and (4-12) are not used. Before the Kalman

filter update and gain equations described in Equations (4-7) through (4-9) can be

implemented, the Jacobian matrix in Equation (4-11) must first be calculated.
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H(xk(-))=
dh(x(t),t)

dx(tk) ¿V,)=£(-)

/ V
3r
dx

v “7
/ v
3a
dx

V ~7

( Y
3|3
dx

L\ -J J

- lDT(D(xw-Cw)-b)]T
J(D(x -c )~b)T(D(x -c )-b )
y W >V “V

1
( Y
-dT(dT(x -c )-x,)+dT(dT(x -c )~z.)

1+

( V
~dT(x -c )+zb—'Z w >v v*

(Jr(x -c )-x, )2^
W W Py ^

dT(x -c )-x,
mmmX “W °r

(4-45)

1 -£ )-x )-ú?r(Yr(x -£ )-yb)
“y WJC W py “X > wW» ““W py

1 +
dr(* -£ )-yfc”)i H* ur

(dT(x -c )-X.)2Xs-w —W b/

(dT(x -c )-xb))X —W
^

Initialization

The initial covariance matrix estimate in Equation (4-25) requires the calculation

of the Jacobian matrix described in Equation (4-19). Because this calculation is quite

cumbersome, a separate equation is given below for each matrix element.
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where

—*

ai,i aia ai,3

a2,l °2,2 a2,3

a3,l a3,2 fl3,3

-a a a
t —a. —P

(4-46)

dxw dx j +d2 xTan($)-d3 xTan(a)
ai'1=SF=——: :/1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

(4-47)

dyw dx.+d22Tan($)-d22Tan{a)
a^SF= : :\J 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

(4-48)

dzw dx 3 +d237a/i(p) -d Tan{a)
a3>1=__=

\j 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2((5)
(4-49)

dxw -dx xrTania) -d2 xrTan(a) Tan(fi)
1,2 da cos2(oc)(l +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(fJ))3/2

i-.
Tan 2(a)

(1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

cos !(ay¡ 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

(4-50)
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a
dyw -diprTania) -d22rTania) Tan($)IX

2.2 da. cos2(a)(l +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P))3/2

1-.
Tan 2(a)

(1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

cos2(a)\j 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

a3£~
dzw ~dl 3rTania) -d2 3rTania) TaniQ)
da cos2(a)(l +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P))3/2

l-_
Tan 2(a)

(1 +Tan \a)+Tan 2(P)

cos Xa)\l l+Tan2ia)+Tan2i$)

ai,3~
dxw -dx xrTani$) +d2 xrTania) Tani$)
BP cos2(p)(l +Tan 2(a)+Tan 2(p))3/2

dji- « 'M [ (l*Tan\a)*TanX§)
COS :(P)\/1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

dyw ~di/Tani$) +d32r Tania) 7an(p)
^•3 3ft" 2/Q\/1 , 'T’ 2/~\ . T1 2/0\\3/2Bp cos2(P)(l +7an 2(a) +Tan 2(P))3

dvA l~-
Tan 2(p)

cos

(1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

l(p)\Zl+ran2(a)+ran2(p)

(4-51)

(4-52)

(4-53)

(4-54)
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and

a
3,3

dzw
_ -dl 3rTan(P) +d3 3rTan(a) ran(P)

dP cos2(p)(l +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p))3/2
/ \

^2,3r

cos

l-_
Tan 2(p)

(1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

!(p)\/l+ran2(a)+7an2(p)

(4-55)

Required Modifications when Navigation Error is Present

Overview

In the presence of navigation error, true vehicle position (x, y, z) and orientation

(roll, pitch, yaw) information is no longer available. Instead, an on-board inertial

navigation system (INS) provides noisy estimates of these six time varying quantities.

Under such circumstances the Kalman filter must be modified to account for the effect

these additional noise sources has on the measurement covariance matrix, the initial state

estimate and the initial state error covariance estimate.

Measurement Covariance Matrix Modifications

Some new definitions and notation help formulate the required modifications to

the measurement covariance matrix. First, let

ye. zc„ K vjr=[*iree y,™ <t>(ree efree (4-56)
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represent the true vehicle states (position and orientation) and let

(4-57)

represent the measured vehicle states as indicated by the on-board INS; the error in the

vehicle states is defined as

(4-58)

The measurement model in Equation (4-40) can now be rewritten-to express the

dependence on both the desired state and the vehicle state.

Modified
Measurement (4-59)
Model

As expected, the measurement estimate used in Equation (4-7) is calculated by

evaluating Equation (4-40) at the current filter state and vehicle state estimates

(4-60)
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Substituting Equation (4-58) into (4-59) yields

. L=h(x(tk),x.Jtk) -Sjfo)) +8zk (4-61)

which can be expanded in a Taylor series to produce

where

zk%(x(.tk),^Jtk))+Hy{-8j9 +8zt (4-62)

H -
y

hhfxitj.lJt,)) (4-63)

Using the covariance definition and simplifying produces the modified covariance

estimate

Modified *„,=£[ [»,<-«*) +8z) [«,( -»i) zSz]7)
Covariance
Estimate £[8y8y (4-64)

=H R HyT+Ry y y
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where the INS error covariance matrix is

INS Error
Covariance
Matrix

(4-0 0 0 0 0
0 <4 0 0 0 0
0 0 at 0 0 0

+i*r

0 0 0 oj 0 0

0 0 0 0 <¿ 0
°ÍM

0 0 0 0 0 oj,T ¡tu

(4-65)

Substituting Rmod, the modified measurement error covariance matrix defined in

Equation (4-63), in place ofR, the measurement error covariance matrix used in Equation

(4-9) will now account for the INS noise sources’ effect on the measurement covariance.

For completeness, the 18 elements of the remaining Hy matrix in Equation (4-64) have

been calculated according to Equation (4-63) and are listed below.

H =
y

14 hu ^1,3 hlA ^1,6
'2,1 ^22 ft2,3 h2A K, K
'3,1 h32 ^3,3 Ka K

:[h h h h hh]
—x —y —Z —6 —\r

(4-66)

dr
_ "Ki du dxi?(D(xw-£j-k)

,rue J(D(x -c )-b )T{D{x -c )-b )
Y ""W ““V W —W

(4-67)
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9r
= d2, d3'2nP(xw-cJ-b)

By,me J(D(x -c )-b )T(D(x -c )-b )
Y “~W “V >V “W “V

9r
_ -^1,3 ¿2,3 d^T(D{xw-c)-b)

dZ,nte J(D(x -c )-b )T(D(x -c )-b )
Y —>V “V —W “V

dr [*>♦'(£ “£ )f(*><£ -C )-£ )
^ J(D(x -c )-b )T(D(x -c )-b )

Y ""W —V “"W V

(4-68)

(4-69)

(4-70)

where

0

cos())sin0cos\|r -+-sin<|)sin\^
cos<|)sim|/-sin<|)sin0cos\|/

0

-sinocos!}/+cos<))sin0sin\jr
-sin<j)sin0sin\|r -cos(|>cosi{/

0

-cos0sin<t>

r'

¿/r
—*

Yy

d,T
•J 7», .

(4-71)

9r P>e(£ -£ )W>(x -c )-b )VI
^ ”w wyv w “v

30,me J(D(* -c )-b )T(D(x -c )-b )
Y WH* *“W “V WVV -“w “v

(4-72)
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where

-sinOcosvjr -sin0sin\|/ -COS0 >r"
“8.

A>'= sin<))cos0cos\)/ sin<t>cos0sin\j/ -sin0sin([) d'T

cos(()cos0cos\jr cos(|>cos0sim|/ -sin0cos<|) d!T
-et

dr [AÍ(* -£ )]T(D(x -c )-b )yjl
_ T H> H* WH> W V

dx¥,me J(D(x -c )-b )\D(x -c )-b )
Y '—W “W ""V W “W “V

where

-cos0siny cos0cosy 0 'd'T
d'= -sin<¡)sin0sini|í-cos<|>cos\|f -cos(¡)simjí+sin(|)sin0cos\)/ 0 d'T

“V,

sin<|)cos\|/-cos<j)sin0sim|; cos<|)sin0cos\j/+sin<J)sin\|/ 0 d'T
_-v< .

, 8a
h,=

’ 0-E

1 +

f \
~dT(x -c )+zb

2

Wr(x -c )-x)
^ —w' V J

(4-73)

(4-74)

(4-75)

(4-76)
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/
I Aa M X
( X-( X)iP)

2_

?2+( x)iP-
ZK

+1

,‘í- /»_ «_ 2-, 'A— «_ m_ r_ «_ «_ ’A— 50P
( 2+( 5- x^p), 7p+(V-( *)_,£)( 3- 5) ,p- e

9t
= y

(08-17)

^ *a « «_ *■_ ^
( M 0- x)j})
?2+( p- x)xp-

+ 1

íM— sr_ M_ e- »e
ee rt

(6¿-fr)

^ 4/7 M__ X_ ^
( M J- x^p)

,M_ M_ 2_
’2+( 3- *)iP-

ZK

+ 1

,-K"i
»e ’

m_ m_ r«_

( *-( 5- x),p)
Q M_ <M_ 2_
2+( 3- X)xp-

(8¿-t)
zV

+ 1

Jqx-( 0- X)jp)
*
ft Mm |H_ 2,_ v»«» * Mas M^ X <>|A

( 2+( 3- X)J}f'p+Cx< X)iP) P-

2e a
—■= 1/
»e

(¿¿-to

^
*/7 ifla, M_ r_ ^
( *■-( ^

2+( X)rP~
+ 1

/7 Mss M_ X—L

zCx-( 0- X).p)

i»l/A

v=-#='\
(<?2+('’1o-Mx)jpflp+{ qx-Co^xy^pf^p-

»e

96
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f ^

d21(dT(x -c )-xb)-d {dT(x -c )-yb)

h - 3P -SJ 3x._
<C<£.-£j-V

1 +
dTM-c)-y,"y w —"w

(zr(* -c )-*.)X^~W —w ^ y

(4-82)

h =JL=.
3,2 ^

d (dT(x -c )-xb)-d (dT(x -c )-yb)^~X W W °¥ y w — >V ‘'y

(ATM^-cJ-xb)2X w w

1+
áTM-c)-yb"y >v w

(¿r(£ -c )-xfc)
y X W W Uy J

(4-83)

f \

d^id^ix -c )-xb)~d (dT(x -c )-yb)W W °V l»->wywvv W °*

h - ^ -"3,3 3
OZ^.„

(dT(x -c )-xb)2^“X w w

1+
dTM~c)~yb“y ^“w ~w

(4-84)

d! T(x -c )(dT(x -c ) -x )-d! (dT(x -c )-v )

M=aT”=~ ~f vTtrue

1+
dTSx-c)-yb“y w —“w

(dr(x -c )-x.)^-x'—W —V b-

(4-85)
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(4-86)

(4-87)

Initial State and Error
Covariance Estimate Modifications

Because the expected values of all of the INS errors are still assumed to be zero,

Equation (4-41) still provides the initial state estimate. Of course, it is evaluated using

the INS data and the sonar measurements.

Modified

í(0)=£<^)[ (4-88)Initial
State
Estimate

Equations (4-25) and (4-46) are still used to estimate the initial error covariance.

However, since the relationship that maps the measurements to the state (Equation (4-41))

now has six additional sources of error, the covariance matrix must be augmented with

the INS error sources. This creates a nine by nine augmented covariance matrix defined

as
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<^0 000000

Oc^OOOOOO
0 0 oj 0000 O

00 O ¿[0000

o

o

o

o

R =0
oug

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o o; o o o o

0 O o, o o o

0 0 0 o! o o

0 0 0 0 o

00 OOOOOOai

(4-89)

The differential matrix defined by Equation (4-46) must also be augmented to

account for the six additional error sources. The new matrix is three by nine

K ^.rue
J l2J.&Z.IQ

'1,1 «1,3 1 «1.4 «1,5 «1,6 «1,7 «1,8 «1,9

!2,1 «2,2 «2,3 ^ «2,4 «2.5 «2,6 «2,7 «2,8 «2,9

(4-90)

«3,1 «3,2 «3,3 ^ «3,4 «3,5 «3,6 «3,7 «3,8 «3,9
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The resulting modified initial covariance estimate

Modified
Error >*../ %Z, > (4-9l>—, , inu muCovariance
Estimate

accounts for the INS errors’ effect on the initial covariance estimate.

Because the first three error sources in the differential matrix (Equation (4-46))

are the same as when there is no navigation error, Equations (4-44) through (4-55) still

define the left three by three sub-matrix. A separate equation for each of the remaining

18 elements is given below.

dx
a =—11=11,4 dx._ (4-92)

dx
a. = ¡1=0

3y,«' true
(4-93)

dx
a16=”=01,6 dz, (4-94)

dx
flj7= ^ ' ■ =[cos(J)sin0cos\|i+sin(|)sin\j/]

i-[cos<j>sinv|/ -sin(|)sin0cos\}/3

rTan{$)

1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

rTania)

:+yb

V\+Tan\a)+Tan2{$)

(4-95)
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dx.
a, =——

’ ae..
.=[-sin0cos\j/] ■+xu

+[cos0sin<}>cos\j/]

\J 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2((3)

rTan(p)
:+>V

h[COS0COS(|)COS\|/]

^ 1 +Tan 2(<x)+Tan 2(|3)

rTan(a)

\fl+Tan2ioi)^Tan2i^)

dx
a =_JL=[-sin\|/cos0]

h[ -sin\|/sin(t)sin0 -cos\|/cos<|>]

t-[cos\|/sin<t> -sin\jrcos({)sin0]

]/l+Tan2ia)+Tan2(p)
rTan(p)

\J 1 +Tan 2(a)+Tan 2(|3)
rTania)

:+yb

\] 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

dy
<*,=—21=0

dy
_

— "'w _1

““TE-1'true

dy
a26=——-=02'6 ^

(4-96)

(4-97)

(4-98)

(4-99)

(4-100)
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a27=[cos(})sin6sinv|/ -sin(J>cos\}/]
3<t>„

>•[ -sin<])sin0sim}/-cos(J)cos\j/]

rTanj$)

\J 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

rTan(a)

./
-+zh

1 +7an 2(a)+ran 2(J3)

dx

a2,8=-^—=[-sin0sinV]^true

i-[cos0sin<|>sim|/]

\] 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(3)
rTan{$)

-+xu

y1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(p)

i-[cos0cos<t>sin\j/] rTanja)
[/1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2(P)

dx
a, q= _=[cos\jrcos0] -+x

^[cos\j/sin<t)sin0 -sin\|/cos<(>]

+[sin\j/sin(|)+cos\|rcos(j)sin0]

\] 1 +Tan 2(a) +Tan 2((3)

rTanjfi)

rTanja)

■+yh

■+zh

\J 1 +Tan 2(a) +7a/i 2(P)

a
3,4

;

dx._
=0

(4-101)

(4-102)

(4-103)

(4-104)
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dz
a = —=0
3’5 dy* true

dz
„ _ >v _1

aX6~"J\ 1fyrue

dz
a3 7=—!L=[cos<j)cos0]' 5<t>,™

rTfln(p)

>-[—sin<l)cos0]

_\/1 +Tan2(a)+Tan 2(p)
rTan(a)

\/l+7a/i2(a)+ran2(p)

dz

a3’8=aT_=["cose] -+x.

»-[—sin0sin<t>]

1 +7an 2(a)+Tan 2(p)

r7an(|3)

+[-sin0cos<|)]

/1 +7a/i 2(a)+Tan 2(p)

rTan(a)

+yb

Vl+ran2(a)+ran2(p)

(4-105)

(4-106)

(4-107)

(4-108)

a
3,9

=0 (4-109)
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Associating New Measurements with Previously Detected Targets

Overview

A detailed account of the extended Kalman filter has been described for estimating

the location of a single sonar target. One Kalman filter is required to keep track of each

detected target. This section discusses how to use a measurement to initialize a Kalman

filter for a newly detected target and how to update an existing Kalman filter when the

same target is detected at different times. When multiple targets are detected within a

single sonar scan, there would be a measurement vector associated with each detected

target. There also is a Kalman filter associated with each previously detected target.

Now, one must decide whether each new measurement at time k+1 corresponds to a

target already described by an existing Kalman filter or corresponds to a new target

location.

Normalized Residual Inner Product

Deciding how to pair measurements with existing Kalman filters can be viewed

as a multiple hypotheses test. Assume that during a single measurement update cycle,

there are m measurement vectors from the sonar and there are n Kalman filters-one for

each of the n previously detected targets. At time k+1, let the m measurement vectors

be

£i’4’
Measurement
Vectors (4-110)
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and the n state estimates of the current Kalman filters be

Current
State
Estimates

(4-111)

Note that for convenience the time subscript notation has been dropped and

replaced bymeasurement number and state estimate number. Measurement estimates may

now be calculated using Equation (4-40).

Measurement
Estimates z.=h(x)', - (4-112)

Now recall that the Kalman filter has covariance information for each of the m

measurements, the n state estimates and the n measurement estimates.

Measurement
Covariance i=l>2,...,m (4-113)

State
Estimate 5 7=1 *2,... ,n
Covariance

and

Measurement
Estimate T~E[z.zJ]; 7=1,2,... ,n
Covariance

(4-114)

(4-115)

By properly combining this covariance information with the measurements, a

statistical measure of how well each of the m measurements matches each of the n target
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location estimates is calculated. To form the measure, define the residual between the i’th

measurement and the fth measurement estimate as

Residual *=1,2,...,m; j=l,2,...n (4-116)

Since the residual is just the difference between the measurement and the

measurement estimate and these two quantities are independent, its covariance equals the

sum of the individual covariances indicated in Equations (4-113) and (4-115).

Residual
Covariance RreSiduarE^ilT^=HjP/ijT +Rmod; i=l,2,...,m; ;'=l,2,...,n (4-117)

Now define the normalized residual inner product [108] as

Normalized
Residual eu=z. T[HPHjT+Rylz.1<i<m; 1<j<n (4-118)
Inner Product

Because the residuals are normally distributed under the Kalman filtering

assumptions, this quantity has a chi-squared distribution with three degrees of freedom.

To match the measurements to the states, first define an error threshold, ecritical. The error

threshold can be obtained from a standard chi-squared distribution table and represents

the level of significance for the null hypothesis that measurement i corresponds to state

j. Reject the null hypothesis for values of eu greater than ecritical. Second, compute e¡j

for all i and j. The smallest eu, eiminJmin, represents the most likely measurement/state pair
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because it maximizes the corresponding likelihood function. If eiminJmin is less than the

critical threshold value, accept the null hypothesis and use measurement imin to update

the state vector of the jmin’th Kalman filter. Both state jmin and measurement imin must

no longer be considered for any more pairing during the current update cycle. If eiminjmin

exceeds the ecritical threshold, initialize a new Kalman filter using measurement imin.

Continue by repeating the process with the smallest remaining eu until all measurements

are exhausted. This procedure will sequentially match the most likely measurement/state

pairs. Unmatched measurements will initialize new Kalman filters.

In real-time implementations the numerical cost of inverting many three by three

matrices corresponding to Equation (4-111) could be prohibitive. In this case, an

alternative measure is sometimes calculated by using only the diagonal part of the residual

covariance matrix (Equation (4-117)). Neglecting the off-diagonal elements assumes that

the diagonal contains all of the relevant covariance information. This reduces the

inversion to three scalar reciprocals.

Summary

This chapter summarizes the estimation algorithm for fixed target positions using

range, bearing and elevation measurements from a forward looking sonar mounted on the
nose of an underwater vehicle. The estimation algorithm is based on an extended Kalman

filter. Special attention has been given to deriving good initial estimates of target position
and the Kalman error covariance matrix. The improved initial error covariance estimate

reduces filter transients and improves filter accuracy. The filter implementation has been
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derived for two different cases: without navigation error and with navigation error. Two

methods for associating new sonar measurements to current position estimates are also

presented.



CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON OF THE REFLEXIVE MINE AVOIDANCE

APPROACH WITH OTHER MINE AVOIDANCE APPROACHES

Overview

Appendix C describes how the reflexive mine avoidance approach has been

extensively tested in a wide range of minefield scenarios including random, box, canyon

and maze configurations. The test scenarios incorporate realistic navigation errors and

a highly detailed sonar model into the mine avoidance simulation. The results show that

the reflexive approach is quite robust, as it performed well in each scenario.

To carry the testing a step further, it was decided to compare the reflexive

approach with the merit function approach [109] described in Chapter 2. The

creators of the merit function selected a number of mine avoidance examples for

comparison. The random, box and canyon minefield simulations show the minefield

configurations and the resulting vehicle trajectories. Simulation results also contain the

overall trajectory lengths. However, there are many factors that make a fair comparison

extremely difficult. For instance, the merit function simulations assumed zero

navigational error and utilized a highly optimistic sonar model. A like comparison

required several modifications to each approach.

109
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The reflexive mine avoidance simulations were conducted on Digital Equipment

Corporation’s VAX 8000 family ofmainframe computers. Themerit function simulations

were performed on a SUN computer system.

Simulation Scenario and Modifications

Dimensionality and Navigation Error

Unpublished research results indicate that the merit function has been expanded

to three-dimensions. Unlike the reflexive approach, the merit function approach does not

impose any turn radius or pitch radius restrictions on the vehicle to compensate for the

sonar’s limited field of view. To form a fair comparison, then, the turn radius restriction

was removed from the reflexive approach and both simulations were conducted in a plane.

That is, although both simulations are three-dimensional, mine positions and vehicle

movement were both restricted to the same constant depth.

The merit function simulation does not include any navigational error. Therefore,

the Doppler/inertial navigation system model in the overall reflexive mine avoidance

system was disabled for this comparison.

Sonar Model

The merit function mine avoidance simulation implements a noise limited sonar

model as described in Urick [110]. The simulated operating conditions are:

Vehicle

Speed 5.0 meters per second
Length 80 feet
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Mines
Standoff Distance

Sonar Platform

Operating Depth

And the simulated sonar parameters are:

Operating Frequency
Projector Beam Pattern

Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width
Source Level

Receiver Beam Pattern
Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width

Absorption (alpha)
Ambient Noise Level
Maximum Range
Effective Range Resolution
Ping Rate

250 meters

2953 feet

120 kHz

90 degrees
24 degrees
220 dB re 1 micropascal @ 1 meter

Six 15-degree beams
Six 4-degree beams
0.035 dB per meter
35 dB
1000 meters

12.5 meters (80 range bins)
One per second

However, some discrepancies between the merit function sonar model and the

noise limited sonar equations in Urick have been found. A careful examination of these

discrepancies reveals that the merit function sonar model has an unrealistically high

probability of detection and an unusually low probability of false alarm.

Also, the merit function sonar model does not include the effects of non-ideal

beam patterns and surface, bottom and volume reverberation. Continuing with the like

comparison, then, the reflexive mine avoidance sonar model has been changed to match

the merit function sonar model.
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Simulated Minefield Scenarios

Introduction

The reflexive mine avoidance simulation results are similar to the two-dimensional

trajectory plots contained Appendix C; they contain standoff circles, confidence ellipses

and actual vehicle trajectories. They do not contain the Doppler/inertial navigation

trajectory, however. The simulation results contain both operational modes of the

reflexive mine avoidance logic: reflexive and reflexive/flat turn.

The merit function results use squares to represent mine positions. A standoff

circle around a square indicates a detected mine while the absence of a standoff circle

indicates an undetected mine. And the continuous line from "Start" to "Goal" depicts the

resulting vehicle path through the minefield. Apparently, the printer on which the merit

function simulation results were originally printed distorted some of the mine squares.

Random Minefields

The first comparison consists of testing each approach in three different random

minefields. Figures 5-1 through 5-9 show the results.

Table 5-1 summarizes each approach’s overall distance through the random

minefields.
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Figure 5-2. Reflexive Path Through Random Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-3. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Random Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-4. Merit Function Path Through Random Minefield Number 2
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Figure 5-5. Reflexive Path Through Random Minefield Number 2
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Figure 5-6. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Random Minefield Number 2
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Figure 5-7. Merit Function Path Through Random Minefield Number 3
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Figure 5-8. Reflexive Path Through Random Minefield Number 3
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Figure 5-9. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Random Minefield Number 3
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Table 5-1. Distance Comparison for Random Minefields

Minefield
Scenario

Total Distance to Navigate Minefield (feet)

Merit Function Reflexive Reflexive/
Flat Turn

Random 1 21,818 27,443 30,527

Random 2 33,219 35,829 38,672

Random 3 23,212 29,505 29,324

Average 26,083 30,926 32,841

Figure 5-2 shows that when the vehicle executes its only flat turn in the first

random minefield, the gap between the two nearby mines is too small for the reflexive

algorithm to pass through. This causes the vehicle to go around the mines.

In Figure 5-1 the merit function guides the vehicle between these two mines. This

results in a shorter path through the minefield. Except for the additional flat turns, Figure

5-3’s reflexive/flat turn path is quite similar to the reflexive path in Figure 5-1.

Figures 5-4 through 5-6 show that the reflexive, the reflexive/flat turn and the

merit function approaches produce similar vehicle paths. Because of their design, the

reflexive and reflexive/flat turn paths tend to follow the contour of the standoff regions

more closely than the merit function paths. This makes the merit function paths through

the second random minefield somewhat shorter.

The results for the third random minefield in Figures 5-7 through 5-9 demonstrate

comparable results. The merit function path is again the shortest. And the extra flat turns

in the reflexive/flat turn approach make its path slightly longer than the reflexive
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approach. Table 5-1 shows that the merit function paths are the shortest in all three

random minefields.

Canyon Minefields

The second comparison takes place in three canyon minefields. Figures 5-10

through 5-18 show the results

Table 5-2 summarizes each approach’s overall distance through the canyon

minefields.

The first canyon minefield results in Figures 5-10 through Figure 5-12 show little

difference between the three vehicle paths. The flat turns included in both of the

reflexive approaches cause the reflexive paths to be somewhat longer, though.

Figures 5-13 and 5-15 demonstrate that the reflexive/flat turn and merit function

paths through the second canyon minefield are qualitatively the same but the flat turns

makes the reflexive/flat turn path longer. Figure 5-14, on the other hand, shows that

reflexive path exits the canyon to the left instead on the right.

Figures 5-16 through 5-18 illustrate the third canyon scenario. Both reflexive

approaches avoid the shallow canyon to right of the deep canyon. The merit function,

though, makes a detour into the shallow canyon. This extra detour causes the merit

function path to be somewhat longer than either of the reflexive paths. Table 5-2 shows

that the merit function paths are shorter in two of the three canyon minefields. However,

on average, the reflexive paths are the shortest
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Figure 5-10. Merit Function Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-11. Reflexive Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-12. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 1
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Goal

Figure 5-13. Merit Function Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 2
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Figure 5-15. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 2
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Goal

Figure 5-16. Merit Function Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 3
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Figure 5-17. Reflexive Path Through Canyon Minefield Number 3
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Table 5-2. Distance Comparison for Canyon Minefields

Minefield
Scenario

Total Distance to Navigate Minefield (feet)

Merit Function Reflexive Reflexive/
Flat Turn

Canyon 1 36,581 38,248 42,233

Canyon 2 46,014 49,396 57,965

Canyon 3 45,604 37,613 41,594

Average 42,733 41,752 47,264

Box Minefields

The last comparison consists of testing each approach in two different box

minefields. Figures 5-19 through 5-24 illustrate the results.

Table 5-3 summarizes each approach’s overall distance through the box minefields.

Although Table 5-3 indicates that the trajectory distances of all three approaches are

comparable, Figures 5-19 through 5-21 clearly demonstrate that the approaches are quite

different. In Figure 5-19, for instance, the merit function path doubles back to cover the

same area three different times. As discussed in Chapter 2, this is characteristic of

penalty function approaches. The "visit counter", though, added to this approach

eventually dominates the merit function and does lead the vehicle out of the box.

Figure 5-20 shows that the reflexive path is much more methodical; it goes from

comer to comer looking for a way out. Upon reaching the same comer again (upper right

hand comer), the vehicle exits the box. The reflexive/flat turn method in Figure 5-21
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Figure 5-19. Merit Function Path Through Box Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-20. Reflexive Path Through Box Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-21. Reflexive/Flat Turn Path Through Box Minefield Number 1
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Figure 5-22. Merit Function Path Through Box Minefield Number 2
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Table 5-3. Distance Comparison for Box Minefields

Minefield
Scenario

Total Distance to Navigate Minefield (feet)

Merit Function Reflexive Reflexive/
Flat Turn

Box 1 55,692 59,464 55,973

Box 2 104,494 84,871 102,412

Average 80,093 72,168 79,192

shows better performance than the reflexive approach in Figure 5-20. During the flat turn

maneuver located near the lower right hand comer of the box, the path planner obtains

sufficient information to determine that the box is blocked. The vehicle then leaves the

box.

Figure 5-22 through 5-24 show similar results in a larger box. In Figure 5-22, the

merit function path again loops back onto itself repeatedly until the "visit counter" leads

the vehicle out of the box. In Figure 5-23, the reflexive path methodically travels along

the box’s inside edges until it determines the path is block. At that time it leaves the box.

The overall path length is considerably shorter than the merit function’s path length. In

Figure 5-24, the reflexive/flat turn approach also performs well. The repeated flat turns,

however, do result in a less systematic path through the box. The path length, though,

is still slightly shorter than the merit function’s.

Table 5-3 shows that on average, both the reflexive and the reflexive/flat turn

approaches produce shorter paths than the merit function.
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Comparison Summary

In general, the limited testing performed in these three scenarios falls far short of

providing a complete comparison between the merit function approach and the two

reflexive approach modes. The constrained nature of the scenarios makes a precise

quantitative and qualitative comparison impossible. However, the simulation results do

indicate some general trends.

First, the merit function produces shorter trajectories in the random minefields than

either mode of the reflexive approach. It also can squeeze between narrower gaps. The

reflexive approaches’ longer paths are a consequence of the flat turns and the built in

method of closely following the standoff contours. Also, recall the Chapter 2 discussion

of penalty function approaches and hybrid approaches. Since the merit function is a

penalty function approach, it relies heavily on local information. The reflexive approach,

though, is a hybrid approach. It relies on both local and global information. Therefore,

it is not expected to perform quite as well as the merit function in random minefields.

Second, all three approaches perform comparably in the canyon minefields. And

on average, the reflexive paths are the shortest. Again, the longer reflexive paths are a

consequence of the flat turns.

Finally, both modes of the reflexive approach perform much better in box

minefields than the merit function. The reflexive trajectories are much more systematic

than the merit function trajectories. This factor suggests that the reflexive approach

would have an even greater advantage over the merit function in mazes or similar

situations. Again, this makes sense because reflexive approaches rely more heavily on
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global information than the merit function approach. In the box scenarios, the merit

function paths begin to display the local minimum problems associated with penalty

function approaches. However, the "visit counter" built in to the merit function is able

to overcome the problem.

Possible Future Comparisons

The inherent differences between the two approaches has made a like comparison

difficult. The comparison could be substantially improved by first adding navigation error

and a more conservative sonar model to the merit function simulations and then

increasing the number ofminefield scenarios. Also, adding some maze scenarios would

provide an opportunity to evaluate the suggestion that the reflexive approach would

perform substantially better than the merit function in a maze scenario. It would also

permit a more realistic evaluation of the effectiveness of the "visit counter" heuristic

employed in the merit function approach.



CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE FUTURE RESEARCH

Conclusions

A three-dimensional reflexive mine avoidance capability has been developed for

autonomous underwater vehicles. It enables an AUV, outfitted with an obstacle avoidance

sonar and a navigation system, to safely navigate unknown minefields. This capability

overcomes a current fundamental AUV limitation: AUVs cannot effectively navigate in

the presence of unknown mines and obstacles. This new capability enables the AUV’s

role in future mission scenarios to expand significantly.

The simulation results have demonstrated that the reflexive mine avoidance

capability satisfies the necessary functional requirements listed in Chapter 1. That is, the

reflexive mine avoidance approach:

1) accommodates a priori mine position information,

2) makes prudent use of global mine position information,

3) makes prudent use of local mine position information,

4) properly tracks mine positions,

5) differentiates between newly and previously detected mines,

6) accepts new mine position data,

7) maintains the minimum prescribed standoff distance from all mines,

143
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8) reduces effects of sensor inaccuracies (missed detections and false alarms),

9) compensates for sensor limitations (turn radius restriction/limited field of view),

10) is robust with respect to reasonable navigation errors,

11) considers vehicle maneuverability constraints,

and

12) operates in three dimensions.

Preliminary results also indicate that the proposed mine avoidance computer

system can execute the reflexive mine avoidance algorithms in real-time on board the

LSV.

The reflexive mine avoidance capability was tested extensively within a simulation

environment that accurately models the major difficulties associated with the sonar, the

navigation system and the vehicle dynamics. Other sections describe an extended Kalman

filtering-based mine position tracking scheme, a highly detailed sonar model, and a

vehicle dynamics and navigation system model. The different simulated minefield

scenarios include mazes, boxes, canyons and random configurations. In all scenarios,

despite navigation errors and limited sonar performance, the mine avoidance logic protects

the vehicle by guiding it to a predetermined end point, always maintaining at least a

specified, minimum safe standoff distance from each mine. Simulation results have also

shown that the reflexive mine avoidance method performs exceptionally well across all

minefield scenarios when compared to the merit function approach. In particular, the

reflexive mine avoidance approach significantly outperforms the merit function in highly

dense minefields such as boxes and canyons.
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Future Research Recommendations

Considering the advanced stage of this reflexive mine avoidance research, an

actual mine avoidance demonstration on board an AUV would be the next logical

development step. Such a demonstration would require more simulation testing in

different minefield scenarios. Also, it would be necessary to download the existing

software from the VAX computer system to the proposed reflexive mine avoidance

computer system and modify it so that it would be fully operational in the embedded

computer system environment.

Other investigations into alternative path planning strategies and different node

structures like octree might also prove worthwhile.



APPENDIX A
VEHICLE DYNAMIC MODEL AND DOPPLER/INS MODEL

Introduction

The vehicle dynamic model simulates the combined effects of vehicle

hydrodynamics and actuator dynamics embedded with a vehicle control system. The

model uses vehicle speed and rate-limited commanded roll, pitch and yaw to propagate

true vehicle roll, pitch, yaw and position (x, y, z) from time t to time t + dt. The model

is generic and simulates dynamics typical of underwater vehicles.

The Doppler/INS model simulates measurements from an INS integrated with a

two-axis Doppler in bottom lock. The key measurements are vehicle roll, pitch, yaw and

position. The Doppler/INS model has been simplified and includes only the dominant

sources of measurement error.

True Vehicle Position and Orientation

The vehicle dynamic model uses first order difference equations for the vehicle

equations of motion. A rate-limited orientation command (roll, pitch or yaw) is the

maximum possible change in orientation that can occur in one discrete time step. For

instance, even though an actual heading error may be 0.5 degrees, if the maximum

possible heading change in one update cycle, dt, is 0.5 degrees, the rate-limiting limits
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the commanded heading change to 0.1 degrees. The vehicle equations of motion are

taken to be

Discrete
x Position

Update
xtru¿J+dt>* =JwW +Speedcos(Qtme(t+dt)) cos(l|ftme(t+dt))

Discrete

y Position
Update

ytrue^t+dt) =ytrueW +Speedcos(etrue(t+dt)) sin(\|ttrue(d+dt))

Discrete
z Position

Update
zime(t+dt>ztrue(t)+Speedsin(-Qtrue(t+dt))

Discrete
Roll

Update
tme(t+dt) +^flltereP+dt)

Discrete
Pitch

Update

Discrete
Yaw

Update
ytJt+dt) =ytme(t)+byfil!erJt+dt)

Filtered
Commanded
Roll Error

Filtered
Commanded
Pitch Error

5(+V-V^conunantWi)

and

Filtered
Commanded
Yaw Error

Sv/ate™/í+^=av8\i/^erJí)+(1-av)8\|t_Jí+áo

(A-l)

(A-2)

(A-3)

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

(A-9)
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where

Speed is the overall vehicle speed (feet/second) (A-10)

Quered ls ^ filtered commanded roll change (radians) (A-11)

titered the filtered commanded pitch change (radians) (A-12)

^filtered *s the filtered commanded heading change (radians) (A-13)

^command the rate-limited commanded roll change (radians) (A-14)

80command the rate-limited commanded pitch change (radians)- (A-15)

8\|fcommand *s the rate-limited commanded heading change (radians) (A-16)

§true is the true vehicle roll (radians) (A-17)

Q[me is the true vehicle pitch (radians) (A-18)

Y(mg is the true vehicle yaw (radians) (A-19)

a^=e ~dtH* (no units), x^ is the roll rate time constant (seconds) (A-20)

aQ-e (no units), x^ is the pitch rate time constant (seconds) (A-21)
and

CLy=e ’á,/x’ (no units), xv is the roll yaw time constant (seconds) (A-22)

All three time constants used in the CSTV simulations are 2.0 seconds.
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Doppler/INS Sensor Models

Depth Sensor

A constant scale factor error and a random noise component are the major sources

of error affecting the depth sensor. The depth sensor model used in this simulation is

Depth
Sensor (A-23)
Model

where

zins is the measured depth (feet)

SFz is the depth scale factor error (no units)

ztme is the true depth (feet)
and

(A-24)

(A-25)

(A-26)

T|z is a random noise component normally distributed with
zero mean and variance c^2 (feet2)

Note that the particular depth sensor values are

oS=(0.25)2 (feet2)

SFz=+0.01 or -0.01 (no units)

(A-27)

(A-28)

(A-29)

At the start of the simulation, the sensor model randomly assigns a sign to SFZ

which remains fixed throughout the simulation. This yields a measured depth mean

squared error (MSE) of
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(A-30)

The measured depth MSE is approximated using

Depth
Sensor oj -o' *(SFZ zj2=(0.25)2+(0.01 zj2 (feet2) (A-31)
MSE

This MSE estimate is used in the Kalman filtering algorithm discussed in

Appendix C.

Roll and Pitch

The roll and pitch measurement models add a random noise component to the true

roll and pitch. The formulas are

Roll
Sensor
Model

(A-32)

and

Pitch
Sensor
Model

(A-33)

where

§ins is the measured roll (radians) (A-34)

0inj is the measured pitch (radians) (A-35)

is a random noise component normally distributed with
zero mean and variance c 2 (radians2)

(A-36)
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and

rie is a random noise component normally distributed with
zero mean and variance c^2 (radians2)

The corresponding MSE values are

Roll
Sensor o^=(0.1/57.3)2 (radians2)
MSE

and

Pitch
Sensor c^e=(0.1/57.3)2 (radians2)
MSE

Heading

The heading sensor model contains a fixed heading bias and

component. The heading sensor model is

Heading
Sensor V,ni=^*fl‘sv,+Vrme+rlv
Model

where

\|rns is the measured heading (radians)

BiaSy is the fixed heading bias (radians)

and

r|v is a random noise component normally distributed with
zero mean and variance a 2 (radians2)

(A-37)

(A-38)

(A-39)

random noise

(A-40)

(A-41)

(A-42)

(A-43)
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Note that the particular heading sensor bias and variance terms are

ai =(0.1/57.3)2 (radians2)'•v
(A-44)

BiaSy=(+0.3/57.3) or (-0.3/57.3) (radians) (A-45)

The sensor model randomly assigns a sign to the bias term at the start of the

simulation. The sign remains fixed throughout the simulation. This results in a constant

measured heading MSE of

Heading
Sensor ct^ =aJ¥+(5i'^v)2=(0.1/57.3)2+(0.3/57.3)2 (radians2) (A-46)
MSE

Doppler Velocity and X and Y Position Estimates

The Doppler system measures vehicle velocity in the vehicle’s coordinate system.

The Doppler model contains a constant scale factor error and a random noise component

on Doppler velocity. The measured Doppler velocity model is

U
Dop

^Dop
u.

(l+SFD) +
% U, +5Utrue

V +5V
true

(A-47)

Measured vehicle velocity in the world coordinate system is calculated from

measured Doppler velocity and measured heading according to

x

y

C0S(V,me+5\|0 sin(\|/fnie+5\|/)
-sin(VIm,+5v) cos(\|/lrae+5\j/)

U, +5Utrue

V, +5Vtrue

(A-48)
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where

UDop is the measured vehicle speed in the x direction ^^
measured in the vehicle coordinate system (feet/sec.)

VDop is the measured vehicle speed in the y direction (A-50)
measured in the vehicle coordinate system (feet/sec.)

Ulrue is the true vehicle speed in the x direction (A-51)
measured in the world coordinate system (feet/sec.)

V[rue is the true vehicle speed in the y direction (A-52)
measured in the world coordinate system (feet/sec.)

SFd is the Doppler scale factor error (no units) (A-53)

t\u is a random noise component normally distributed with
* > 3 i y

zero mean and variance cr ((feet/second))
Me/

r|v is a random noise component normally distributed with ^
zero mean and variance a 2 ((feet/second)2)

Mv

6\(/ is the measured heading error (radians) (A-56)

x is the measured vehicle speed in the x direction (A-57)
measured in the world coordinate system (feet/second)

y is the measured vehicle speed in the y direction (A-58)
measured in the world coordinate system (feet/second)

8t/ is the measured Doppler x velocity error (feet/second) (A-59)
and

8V is the measured Doppler y velocity error (feet/second) (A-60)
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Note that the particular scale factor and variance values are

SFd=+0.01 or -0.01 (no units) (A-61)

a^=(0.1)2 ((feet/second)2) (A-62)

ct^=(0.1)2 ((feet/second)2) (A-63)

The simulation randomly assigns a sign, which remains constant, to the Doppler

scale factor error, SFD.

Expanding measured speed in the y direction in a Taylor series and dropping

second order and higher terms results in

y=ytnte+§y=-i/sin(VJ+Vcos(\j/J+(-VsiniyJ-UcosiyJ)5\|/- (A_64)
sin(\|/.j8t/+cos(\|rj8V+(-t/sin(\j/.J +Vcos(\j/.J)8SFD

where

8y is the vehicle y velocity error (feet/second) (A-65)

and is given by

8jH -Vsin(\|/.J -Ucos(\\itJ)b\\i -sin (V|/¡J8t/+cos(\)/iJ8V
+(-Usin(\\f.J +Vcos(\\fJ)bSFD (A-66)

=-^5V+j¡ní55FD-sin(\|/j8í/+cos(\|/j8y

Now, the MSE of the y measurement is calculated by taking the expected value

of the square of y position error. By assuming that the four differential terms in Equation

(A-66) are uncorrelated, integrating y velocity to obtain distance, assuming a constant
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vehicle speed, and assuming that the x and y Doppler velocity variances are the same, the

y position MSE is

Measured

y Position £[5y2] =(yins-y0)2SF^+(xins-x0)2[Bias^ +an 2dtlt] (A-67)
MSE

where

x0 is the vehicle starting x position (feet) (A-68)

y0 is the vehicle starting y position (feet) (A-69)

t is the current time (assuming r=0 at ;c=;t0) (seconds) (A-70)
and

dt is the simulation cycle update time (seconds) (A-71)

A similar analysis results in the measured x position MSE

Measured
x Position £[6y2] =(xins-x0)2SFo +(yins~y0)2[Bias* +cn 2dt/t] (A-72)
MSE

Summary

This appendix summarizes the vehicle equations of motion and the measurement

models for vehicle position and orientation. The corresponding mean squared error

estimates are also given.



APPENDIX B
FORWARD LOOKING SONAR MODEL

Introduction

Traditional sonar modeling uses the active sonar equations to predict sonar

performance under specified environmental operating conditions. Many such models

permit sonar parameters like source level, pulse width, beam width, etc. to vary as well.

Typical results consist of spreading loss, bottom reverberation, surface reverberation, and

volume reverberation versus range prediction curves [111], [112]. The sonar

model then combines all of the individual signal components to calculate the sonar’s

overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) versus range. These models are a sonar design tool

which have been used by sonar engineers to study various sonar designs, select sonar

design parameters and predict sonar performance. They do not produce simulated sonar

returns for either forward looking or side looking sonars.

More recently, much more detailed sonar models have emerged which can model

complex surface and bottom interactions and can generate side scan sonar images. The

Sonar Simulation Toolset [113], for example, simulates the digital time series located

at the output of a sonar’s beamformer. This model and other similar models perform a

coherent summation of real and imaginary signals across an array of densely packed point

scatterers [114], Depending on the model’s complexity, the point scatterers can be

156
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used to model targets, bottom contour, the surface, the volume, or any combination

thereof. Unfortunately, highly detailed models such as the Sonar Simulation Toolset

require enormous computation time because each sonar sample cell needs many point

scatterers to produce a statistically correct signal return. Variations of this approach

employ averaging and correlation techniques to achieve the same returned signal

distribution from a single averaged point scatterer in each sample cell [115].

This high complexity level is not necessary for simulating sonar returns from a

forward looking sonar. Combining the active sonar equations with some statistical

techniques creates a computationally efficient forward looking sonar model that generates

random SNRs with the correct statistical distribution.

This appendix explains basic sonar system operation and shows prediction

examples of various sonar signal components. It describes the relationship between the

sonar equations and a variable transformation procedure that normalizes the sonar return

and then it discusses the mathematical basis for the forward looking sonar model. By

setting a fixed detection threshold, the model implements a constant false alarm rate sonar

for point source targets. The resulting probabilities of detection are quite realistic as they

vary with range, elevation angle and bearing angle to the target.
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Basic Sonar Operation and Sonar Equations

Overview

Sonar systems provide range, bearing and elevation measurements to underwater

targets. An explanation and examples of fundamental sonar system principles helps form

an understanding of basic sonar theory and operation. This is necessary to understand this

forward looking sonar model’s mathematical basis. The examples include plots of

predicted sonar signal components versus range. The prediction equations themselves are

not listed because many of them have not been approved for public release by the US

Navy. However, reference sources are included. The sonar equations themselves are also

discussed.

To generate the prediction curves, the sonar model has been configured to model

EDO Corporation’s Model 4200 scanned beam obstacle detection sonar. This sonar has

the following characteristics:

Operating Frequency
Pulse Width

Projector Beam Pattern
Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width
Source Level

Receiver Beam Pattern
Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width

Receiver
Bandwidth

Efficiency

200 kHz
0.5 ms

120 degrees
18 degrees
201 dB re 1 micropascal @ 1 yard

Forty 3-degree beams
18 degrees

3 Khz
0.3
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The simulated environmental and operating conditions are:

Wind Speed
Water

Temperature
Speed of Sound
Salinity

Bottom

Type
Depth

Sonar Platform

Speed
Operating Depth

10 knots

3 degrees Celsius
4675 feet per second
1 part per thousand (fresh)

Sand
500 feet

4.0 feet per second
200 feet

Echo Level

Figure B-l illustrates the basic sonar system concepts.

Figure B-l. Basic Sonar Operation
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A transducer configuration suspended in the water serves as a sound projector and

a sound receiver. The projector produces a source level, SLdB, which is measured with

respect to a reference intensity at a distance of one yard from the source and is usually

expressed in decibels. The standard reference intensity is the intensity of an acoustic

wave having the root-mean-square (rms) pressure equal to one micropascal and equals

7.00xl0'18 watts [116, pp. 45-48] at one yard. As the sound travels towards the target

at range R it is attenuated by the transmission loss, TLdB and its level becomes SLdB -

TLdB. The target reflects, scatters and absorbs the sound energy thereby further reducing

the level by the target strength, TSdB (target strength is usually expressed as a negative

number). The sound level returned in the receiver’s direction is now SLdB - TLdB + TSdB.

While traveling back towards the receiver, the acoustic medium again attenuates the level

by the transmission loss. The sound level returned to the receiver is called the echo level

and equals

(B-l)

where

ELdB is the returned echo level (dB) (B-2)

SLiB is the projector source level (dB) (B-3)

TLiB is the one-way transmission loss (dB) (B-4)

TSiB is the target strength (dB) (B-5)

and
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The source level, SLdB, is a fixed quantity that is characteristic of each particular

sonar. The target strength for a point source target, TSdB, is also fixed. The one-way

transmission loss, TLdB, however, is the combined effect of spherical spreading loss and

absorption loss. Spherical spreading is a function of range while absorption is a function

of range, temperature, water depth and sonar operating frequency. Mathematical

expressions for these quantities have been published by Tuovila [117], Schulkin

[118] and Urick [119]. Figure B-2 shows the predicted echo level for the

Model 4200 sonar with a -10 dB target strength.

Figure B-2. Echo Level vs. Range
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Noise Level, Directivity and Beam Patterns

In practice, actual sonar systems receive both desired signal and undesired noise.

In Figure B-l, the echo level represents the desired signal component while the noise

level, NLdB, represents the undesired component. Because the noise is isotropic in nature,

the figure shows the noise traveling towards the receiver from all directions. The noise

level, sometimes called ambient noise, contains the effects of wind, thermal noise, distant

ship traffic and low frequency background noise. The empirical ambient noise prediction

equation is based on the Knudsen curves [120] and has been published by Tuovila.

Related information has been published by Mellen [121], Albers [122J, Wenz [123]

and Urick [124], The overall effect of the isotropic noise level is reduced by the

receiver’s directionality. That is, because the receiver’s sensitivity is directional, the full

magnitude of the isotropic noise level does not influence the sonar. Instead, the noise

level is reduced by DIdB, the receiver’s directivity index. This makes the overall noise

level seen by the receiver equal to NLdB - DldB. Figure B-3 shows the predicted noise

level versus range using the specified sonar and environmental parameters. Note that the

curve shows a constant background noise level of 43.248 dB.
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Both the sonar receiver and projector are directional. The model permits beam

patterns to be either explicitly defined or to be approximated with a standard sine(x)/x

pattern

sin(£sin(0/2))
&sin(0/2)

1

7?

\N

(B-6)

where

0=-3dB to -3dB ideal half power beam width (radians) (B-7)

&=constant (no units) (B-8)
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and

N=side lobe level constant (no units) (B-9)

with the first side lobe level down (Vx(-13dB).

Figures B-4 and B-5 show the receiver’s horizontal and vertical beam patterns.

These beam patterns were defined explicitly using actual receiver beam pattern sensitivity

data measured at one-half degree increments. Interpolating the data creates a one-tenth

degree resolution and cross multiplying the vertical and horizontal responses forms the

overall three-dimensional beam pattern.

Figure B-4. Receiver Horizontal Beam Pattern
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Since no measured beam pattern data was available for the projector, the sine(x)/x

approximation was used. Figures (B-6) and (B-7) show the approximated projector

horizontal and vertical beam patterns. Once again, cross multiplying the two beam

patterns produces the overall three-dimensional response.

Figure B-6. Projector Horizontal Beam Pattern
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Sonar Equations for Noise Limited Background

Separate mathematical functions estimate noise level and echo level. The sonar

equations combine these estimates to form a signal-to-noise ratio for a noise limited

background

SNRí,SLí,+TSi,-2TLa-Wí,-D¡J (B-10)

where

SNRdB=signa\ -to -noise ratio (dB) (B-11)
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Expressing this relationship in terms of received signal and noise powers yields

SNR=(B-12)
Pr noise

where

SM?=expected signal-to-noise ratio (no units) (B-13)

Psignai=exPected signal power (watts) (B-14)
and

Pnoiseexpected noise power (watts) (B-15)

Relationships (B-10) and (B-12) are related by

SNR= lOlog

f
^ ^
Psignal I

10
P

yy noise y
=101og10GSA7?) (B-16)

Structure of the Returned Signal

The format of the sonar equations (Equation (B-10)) imply that the noise and

signal components can be completely separated. However, actual sonar systems cannot

discriminate between the two. The desired signal is normally distributed and is masked

in a background of white Gaussian noise [125]. Although the total noise power and

signal power received by the sonar are uncorrelated, they cannot be separated. Therefore,

the total expected power received by the sonar is the sum of these two quantities

Ptotal P.total * signal * noise+Pn (B-17)

where

Aora/=expected total power (watts) (B-18)
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To accurately describe an actual returned sonar signal, then, the sonar equations need to

be slightly modified. That is, a more realistic approach is to utilize a signal-plus-noise-

to-noise ratio (SNNR)

SNNR-_ Ptotal _ Psignal Pnoise (B-19)

where

■SAW/?=expected signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio (no units) (B-20)

All of these quantities can now be related by the following relationships

\Osnrjio=SNNR-\=SNR - (B‘21)

ELjb~SLiB +TSdB -2TLdB=101og 10

Psi,signal

^1.00x10 *18 watts j

(B-22)

and

(

"LdB-DI= lOlog 10
7.00xl0'18 watts

(B-23)

v y

The 7.00xl0'18 watts represents the reference intensity at one yard.

Sonar Equations in a Reverberation Limited Background

Surface reverberation. Equation (B-10) only applies in an environment dominated

by ambient noise. Figure B-l shows, however, that other unwanted signals affect the

receiver. These unwanted signals are surface, bottom and volume reverberation.
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Surface reverberation, SRdB, arises when the sound wave emitted by the projector

hits the surface and bounces back in the receiver’s direction. Depending on the receiving

angle, the surface reverberation can be significant. The surface scattering strength

prediction equation used in this simulation was developed at University of Texas’ Applied

Research Laboratory [126] using the Chapman-Harris data [127]. Related

information has been published by Garrison [128]. Figure B-8 shows the predicted

surface reverberation example. Note that a lower reverberation limit of -150 dB has been

assigned in the plot to represent the absence of any reverberation return.

Figure B-8. Surface Reverberation vs. Range
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The figure shows that out to range of 66.7 yards, the operating depth, there is no

surface reverberation. After 66.7 yards the surface reverberation displays a lobed pattern.

This is expected since the receiver and projector beam patterns modulate the surface

reverberation signal.

Bottom reverberation. Bottom reverberation, BRdB, occurs in a manner similar to

surface reverberation. The projected sound wave bounces off of the bottom and returns

to the receiver. The return’s magnitude also depends on the angle. The bottom scattering

strength used in this sonar model was also developed by the University of Texas’ Applied

Research Laboratory. It is based on the McKinney-Anderson backscattering curves

[129]. Figure B-9 shows the bottom reverberation predicted from the equation.

The figure shows no bottom reverberation until the range reaches 100 yards, the

distance from the sonar to the bottom. The receiver and projector beam pattern

modulation effects are also indicated by the lobed reverberation pattern.

Volume reverberation. Small marine life in the ocean volume scatters and reflects

sound. The portion of the sound reflected back towards the receiver is termed volume

reverberation, VRdB. Since the sound wave bounces directly back towards the sonar,

volume reverberation is not angle dependent and is not modulated by the beam patterns.

Its magnitude, however, does depend on the receiver’s beam width; a larger beam width

creates a larger reverberating area thereby increasing the overall volume reverberation

level. The reverberation equation used in this model is described by Tuovila. Figure B-

10 illustrates the predicted volume reverberation for this sonar configuration.
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Figure B-9. Bottom Reverberation vs. Range

Since volume reverberation depends directly on the amount of sound energy

present at any given range, the volume reverberation prediction curve is similar in shape

to the echo level curve in Figure B-2.

Reverberation background. Two forms of the sonar equations exist: the noise

limited background form (Equation (B-10)) and the reverberation limited background

form. In a reverberation limited background [130, pp. 19-22] the SNR is given by

SNRdB=SLdB+TSdB-2TLdB-RLiB (B-24)
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Figure B-10. Volume Reverberation vs. Range

where

RLdB is the effective reverberation level (dB) (B-25)

The effective reverberation level represents the combined effects of surface,

bottom and volume reverberation. Expressing the SNR in terms of signal component

powers results in Equation (B-12) with the effective reverberation level comprising the

expected noise power. The SNNR equation (Equation (B-19)) still applies as well.

Reverberation-plus-noise background. Equations (B-10) and (B-24) describe the

sonar equations in the noise limited and reverberation limited cases. Neither equation,

though, accounts for both reverberation and noise simultaneously. The SNR prediction
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equation used in this forward looking sonar model has been augmented to include both

effects.

SNRdBr=SLdg+TSdB-2TLdB-NRLdB (B-26)

where

NRLiB is the combined noise and reverberation level (dB) (B-27)

Calculation of the NRLdB term involves computing RLiB and NLdB, removing the

directivity effects (DIdB), converting the two terms from decibels to linear scale, adding

the two effects and converting back to decibels. By substituting the combined noise and

reverberation level for the noise, Equations (B-12) and (B-19) are still valid. Figure B-ll

shows the resulting combined noise and reverberation level for the Model 4200 sonar.

The curve first follows the logarithmic volume reverberation curve until the range

reaches approximately 200 yards. Then bottom and surface reverberation dominate as the

total noise flattens out between 55 and 60 dB. A surface reverberation spike occurs at

66.7 yards and bottom reverberation spikes occur at 100 yards and 190 yards. These

spikes coincide with the earlier surface and bottom reverberation prediction curves.

Model Basis

Signal Power Estimation and Actual SNR

In a low doppler environment such as a low speed sonar platform searching for

stationary targets, a zero mean sine wave closely approximates a sampled, band limited

sonar signal. Furthermore, the sine wave’s real and imaginary parts are independent and
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are normally distributed so that the amplitude envelope has a Rayleigh distribution

[131, pp. 4.43-4.50].

Figure B-ll. Total Noise vs. Range

The total received power is a Rayleigh distributed random variable. The sonar

equations estimate the power of the sonar signal’s components and provide a convenient

way to form the expected signal-to-noise ratio. The actual received signal contains a

random desired signal and a random noise which cannot be separated. Let the actual

signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio be
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where

SNNR _ Ptotal Psignal Pnoise
actual

P* noisi

(B-28)

SNNRactua=&c\x\d\ signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio (no units) (B-29)

Piotai~actual total power (watts) (B-30)

Psignal=aotual signal power (watts) (B-31)
and

Pnoise=actual noise power (watts) (B-32)

This random nature makes it impossible for sonars to measure actual SNNRs.

Instead, sonar systems estimate SNNRs by normalizing the measured return signal.

Normalizing the Returned Signal in Sonar Hardware

To compensate for the noise component, sonar systems apply a time varying gain

(tvg) to the returned signal in the amplification stage of the sonar electronics [132,

p. 267]. This maximizes the system’s dynamic range by normalizing the returned signal

to compensate for the range attenuation, volume reverberation and ambient noise effects.

In effect, this divides the actual returned signal-plus-noise by the expected noise power

where

SNNR _ Ptotal Psignal Pnoise (B-33)

SNNR =measured SNNR after normalization (no units)
sonar v '

(B-34)
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The normalized signal is then threshold detected. Returns above the threshold are

categorized as target detections while returns below the threshold are categorized as noise.

Setting the threshold value creates a constant probability of false alarm. The SNNR,

which varies with range, determines the probability of detection.

Normalizing the Returned Signal with a Variable Transformation

The sonar equations (Equations (B-10) and (B-24)) produce a similar tvg effect

that normalizes the expected desired returned signal. From a statistical viewpoint.

Equations (B-10) and (B-24) perform a simple variable transformation on the expected

return to compensate for the noise component. Examining this variable transformation’s

effect on the returned energy envelope provides insight into the concept of false alarms

and missed detections as well as the forward looking sonar model’s mathematical basis.

The returned energy envelope, z, has a Rayleigh probability distribution function (pdf)

described by

(B-35)

with expected values

(B-36)E[z]=Gzsfñ¡2 and E[z2]=2cJ
Proceeding with the variable transformation, the Rayleigh cumulative distribution

function (cdf) is
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Fz(z)=1.0-e~t'a* (B'3?)

The proper variable transformation choice creates a normalized Rayleigh

distributed energy envelope, w. Let

let w=z/a (B-38)

be the transformation. Using the cumulative distribution technique for the transformation

results in w’s cdf

F»=Fz(z)| =1.0-e
-(a w)2/2(J^ (B-39)

Differentiating Equation (B-39) produces w’s pdf

_<2 W -(awfl2aJfw(w)=-—e
o,

(B-40)

which is Rayleigh distributed with variance

a

(B-41)

In general, to normalize w the scaling term a should be chosen to cancel z’s

variance term. Choosing
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a =a,\fH/2 (B-42)

creates an expected value of 1.0 and makes the pdf of w equal to

(B-43)

Since a equals z's standard deviation times a constant (Equation B-42) and z s

standard deviation varies with range, a varies with range. Thus, a is analogous to the

time varying gain used in sonar hardware.

False Alarm Rate

False alarms occur when the sonar indicates the presence of a target when in fact

there is none present. Statistically, this is equivalent to a type I error and arises when the

returned signal, consisting only of noise, exceeds the critical value (detection threshold)

[133, pp. 252-265]. In this case, any psignal term equals zero. Since there is no target

present, there is no target strength term (TSdB) and the sonar equations no longer apply.

The expected returned signal consists of only the combined noise and reverberation level,

RNLdB. Referring back to Equation (B-33), this yields an expected signal-plus-noise-to-

noise ratio of one (zero dB).

Since the sine wave approximation to the sonar signal has zero mean, the sonar

equations can be interpreted as variance estimates of each corresponding normally

distributed sonar signal component. The variance (power) of the returned noise level in

watts equals
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^,«=Pw.=(7.0il0.0-'8) 10.0'“»"“ (watts) (B-44)

The scaling term of 7.00xl0"18 is necessary to convert from the reference intensity of one

micropascal to a specific power level at one yard. To determine the false alarm rate,

recognize that Equation (B-33) is equivalent to the variable transformation discussed in

Equations (B-35) through (B-43). In this case, the Rayleigh distributed random variable

z’s variance and the scaling term a are related by

2^Lse=Pno,sf (watts) (B-45)

This makes w’s cdf equal to

Fw(w)=1.0-e-wV2 (B-46)

and w’s pdf equal to

fjw)=we -w2/2 (B-47)

The probability of false alarm, pfa, is the probability that w exceeds the detection

threshold value, wcritica„ given that the signal consists only of noise. This value equals

pfa=p(w>wcní¡cal |oJ=oLj=1.0 -Fw(wcritical^ ^
J2 (B-48)

Solving for the detection threshold in terms of pfa results in
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W
critical=\/( _ 1 /2)ln (P/¡j) (B-49)

Probability of Detection

The same variable transformation as in the false alarm scenario applies in the

detection scenario. In this case, Equation (B-33) indicates that z’s variance is

=<4na,^loise=Psienal +Pnoise (warn) (B-50)

and the scaling term in the variable transformation is

a2=a2noise=Pnoise (watts) (B-51)

Substituting these terms into Equations (B-39) and (B-40) results in w’s cdf
2<xL

Fw(w)=l.O-e
(B-52)

and w’s pdf

fw{w)=-^—e H’ g
(B-53)

SNNR 1+SNR

The probability of detection, pd, is the probability that w exceeds the detection

threshold given that the returned signal consists of both desired signal and undesired noise

(B-54)
^critical Wcrtitica¡

Pd~P(w>wcriticai |<^<M/+aLj=1 -0 -Fw(wcntlJ=e 2(USNR>
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Equations (B-48) and (B-54) demonstrate that the sonar equations in conjunction

with a fixed detection threshold produce a constant probability of false alarm and a

probability of detection that varies with the signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio.

Figure (B-12) shows the resulting signal-to-noise ratio for the Model 4200 sonar

example. Except for dips at 66.7, 100 and 190 yards, the curve closely resembles the

echo level curve. The dips are caused by the spikes in the total noise curve.

Figure B-13 shows a family of probability of detection curves. The curves were

calculated using Equation (B-54) and the overall signal-to-noise ratio curves at the

indicated detection thresholds of 7, 10 and 13 dB.

Synthesis of the Rayleigh Distributed Energy Envelope

A mechanism that combines the sonar equation estimates to generate a random

SNR with a Rayleigh distribution will complete the forward looking sonar model’s

mathematical basis. To accomplish this, first use Equation (B-26) to calculate SNRdB, the

SNR resulting from a point source target, and convert it from decibels to a unitless power

ratio. Recall that the sonar equations can be interpreted as variance estimates of the

normally distributed sonar signal components. Next, use the property that a Rayleigh

distributed random variable may be generated from two Gaussian random variables

[134, p. 195]. If x, and x2 are independent normal random variables with equal

variances, then

(B-55)
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Figure B-12. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) vs. Range
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Figure B-13. Probability of Detection vs. Range
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is Rayleigh distributed. Examining Equation (B-53) reveals that the Rayleigh distributed

return envelope has variance SNR + 1. Using this variance estimate, generate two

independent, zero mean Gaussian random variables, x, and x2. Finally, use Equation (B-

55) to generate the random Rayleigh distributed return envelope and compare it to the

detection threshold. This procedure generates random SNRs with the correct Rayleigh

distribution and provides an easy method to set a constant probability of false alarm.

False alarms can be simulated by applying the same procedure to each and every

sonar sample cell and using a variance of 1.0; in the false alarm case, the SNNR equals

1.0 and the SNR is undefined. However, since the probability of false alarm is already

known and is constant, a much easier method of generating false alarms exists. Simply

compare a uniformly distributed random number to an equivalent detection threshold that

establishes the same overall false alarm rate.

Summary

This appendix has described the mathematical basis and the implementation of a

constant false alarm rate forward looking sonar model. The sonar model augments the

traditional sonar equations with some statistical techniques to generate random SNRs with

the correct statistical distribution. The model accurately describes the returned energy

envelope for sonars operating in a low doppler environment on point source targets. The

appendix also contrasts normalizing the actual returned sonar signal with sonar hardware

(tvg) and normalizing the predicted signal with a variable transformation in the sonar

equations.



APPENDIX C
SIMULATION RESULTS

Introduction

The overall mine avoidance simulation has been programmed in FORTRAN and

executed on Digital Equipment Corporation’s VAX family of computers. In all

simulations, the reflexive mine avoidance logic safely guides an AUV, outfitted with

Sonotech Incorporated’s Terrain and Obstacle Avoidance Sonar (TOAS), to a specified

endpoint without penetrating any mine’s standoff region. The simulated minefields

include maze-like, random and canyon minefields. Other simulation efforts include

demonstrating the effects of limited sonar coverage, establishing the minimum detection

counter limit (MinDetectCount), initializing the target tracking logic with a priori mine

position estimates and comparing two different path planning strategies. This chapter

concludes with some preliminary mine avoidance simulation results that model the Large

Scale Vehicle (LSV) for the AUV and EDO Corporation’s Model 4200 for the sonar.

The LSV successfully navigates two random minefields.
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Control System Test Vehicle Simulations

Overview

The mine avoidance logic has been tested in several different minefields with the

vehicle dynamic model tuned to the CSTV. Two CSTV minefield scenarios are explained

in detail; their explanation includes trajectory plots after each path re-plan. Four other

trajectory plots show the CSTV’s final path through some additional minefield

configurations. All of the CSTV simulations contained in this section use the following

environmental and operating conditions:

Wind Speed
Water

Temperature
Speed of Sound
Salinity

Bottom

Type
Depth

Sonar Platform

Speed
Operating Depth

10 knots

12 degrees Celsius
4924 feet per second
35 parts per thousand

Sand
200 feet

4.0 feet per second
100 feet

The simulated sonar parameters for the TOAS are:

Operating Frequency
Pulse Width

Projector Beam Pattern
Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width
Source Level

Receiver Beam Pattern
Horizontal Beam Width
Vertical Beam Width

Receiver
Bandwidth

Efficiency

120 kHz
0.5 ms

55 degrees
33 degrees
196 dB re 1 micropascal @ 1 yard

five 11-degree beams
three 11-degree beams

3 Khz
0.3
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The mine avoidance simulation provides mine avoidance commands at a 10 hertz

rate. Since the maximum sonar range in the simulation is 500 yards, the sonar portion

of the simulation provides data at a one hertz rate. This is consistent with a maximum

sonar range of 500 yards and a speed of sound in water of 4924 feet per second. Under

the simulated environmental and operating conditions, the TOAS’ 200 kilohertz operating

frequency provided a maximum operating range of only 350 yards. To increase the range

to 500 yards, the TOAS’s frequency was changed to 120 kilohertz.

Maze-Like Minefield

The CSTV starts deep inside a maze-like minefield configuration with no a priori

mine position knowledge. This simulation uses the breadth-first path planning strategy.

For display purposes, the simulated data from a VAX 8810 computer was downloaded

to a Silicon Graphics VGXTWorkstation and displayed using Fox’s visualization software

[135]. The screen images were then captured and printed on a Kodak XL 7700

Digital Continuous Tone Printer. Figure C-l shows the Silicon Graphic’s animation of

the CSTV at the start of the maze-like minefield.

The blue wire frame object in the center of the figure represents the ideal sonar

beam coverage. It matches that of the TOAS. The small white object at the base of the

ideal sonar coverage is the CSTV. These simulation results are three-dimensional. To

avoid cluttering up the figures, the spherical standoff regions have been drawn as circles.

The standoff regions have been color coded. The color codes are:
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1) Red is for undetected.

2) White is for previously detected.

3) Green is for currently detected,

and

4) Purple is for a possible detection (detected at least once but with the

corresponding detection counter less than the detection counter limit, MinDetectCount).

The three green standoff circles in the figure indicate current sonar detections

which can be seen in the threshold-detected sonar display to the right. The sonar display

has been divided into three rows: upper, middle and lower. Each row has five sonar

beams which indicate current mine detections by green arcs. As expected, the distance

from the vertex to the green arc corresponds to target range. The sonar display shows

that the middle target has been simultaneously detected in multiple sonar beams. This

occurs often in this simulation because the highly detailed sonar simulation models the

actual receiver and projector beam patterns, not the ideal beam patterns shown by the blue

wire frame figure. In practice, sonar systems frequently detect targets outside of their

ideal beam widths. The figure also shows a heading indicator directly above the sonar

display.

A vehicle state panel is located at the bottom of the figure; it displays time and

both true and measured AUV position and orientation. The upper row contains the true

position and orientation while the lower row contains the measured values from the

Doppler/INS. The figure also shows the AUV’s planned path through minefield as a

dashed redline to the specified end point Because the path was planned before the sonar
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detected any mines, it passes through many standoff regions that are unknown to the

global path planner.

Figure C-2 shows a close up view of the Silicon Graphic’s CSTV animation. The

CSTV is a 1/12 scale model of a LOS ANGELES Class submarine. Certain portions of

the animation have been intentionally altered so the figure could be approved for public

release by US Navy. Although the visualization program has the ability to move the

CSTV’s control surfaces, the mine avoidance logic does not issue such commands.

Figure C-3 shows that the mine avoidance logic starts its journey through the

maze-like minefield by performing a flat turn maneuver. This initial flat turn is

controlled by setting a flag in the overall simulation. It is not caused by the flat turn

conditions described in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.18). The small dashed circle indicates

the AUV’s true path during the turn. The figure also indicates that the sonar is currently

detecting three mines. Also, the sonar had previously detected each mine inside the five

white standoff circles at least MinDetectCount times. The purple standoff circle

demonstrates that although the sonar detected the corresponding mine, it did not detect

it at least MinDetectCount times. Hence, it remains a possible mine detection.

Immediately after the flat turn, the GPP plans a new path through the minefield.

The dashed red line shows that the new planned path goes around the three currently

detected mines. The separation between the planned path and the standoff regions is

consistent with the estimated mine positions, the total standoff distance and the global

path planner’s grid resolution. The detected mine on the right has been detected in the

upper and the middle sonar rows. Note that at this particular time in the simulation the
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vehicle state panel indicates that there is very little difference between the true and

measured vehicle positions.

Chapter 3’s description of the volume swept out by the sonar during the flat turn

maneuver contained two two-dimensional figures. To clarify this concept further, Figure

C-4 shows a top view of this volume. The volume was formed by superimposing the

blue sonar coverage wire frame at every one-second sonar update. Because the mine

avoidance logic is operating in the optional reflexive/flat turn mode, it will automatically

initiate a flat turn when the AUV approaches the boundary of this region.

Figure C-5 shows the same situation from a different angle. This angle

demonstrates the true three-dimensional nature of the volume.

Comparing the planned AUV path in Figure C-3 to the actual AUV path in Figure

C-6 indicates that the AUV is in on course. However, as previously mentioned, the mine

avoidance logic is in the optional reflexive/flat turn mode. Therefore, even though it is

on the planned path, the vehicle performs another flat turn to remove the turn radius

restriction.

The new planned path avoids all of the detected mines. The figure shows that

there are now two possible detections.

Figure C-7 illustrates that the AUV closely follows the planned path in Figure C-6

until its path is blocked by a row of mines. The mine avoidance logic then transitioned

from the on track (OT) mode to the local reflexive (LR) mode. The LR mode then

guides the AUV to the left, away from the closest mine. However, the LR mode

transitions to the flat turn (FT) mode when the LR mode detects an imminent safety
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Figure C-3. First Flat Turn in Maze-Like Minefield

T
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Figure C-4. Top View of Sonar Swept Volume

I
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Figure C-5. Side View of Sonar Swept Volume
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Figure C-6. CSTV’s Second Flat Turn Maneuver in Maze-Like Minefield
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Figure C-7. CSTV’s Third Flat Turn Maneuver in Maze-Like Minefield
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sphere violation. After the flat turn, the GPP plans a new path. Because the GPP has

incomplete mine position information, the planned path again goes through some

undetected standoff regions. •

Figure C-7 also illustrates how the sonar swept volume region can be extended.

Because the AUV holds a relatively straight and level trajectory after the second flat turn,

the sonar continuously sweeps out a rectangular volume. Until the AUV changes heading

and approaches the boundary of this rectangular volume, it can still operate in the optional

reflexive/flat turn mode without executing periodic flat turns. This is why Figure C-7

shows the AUV traveling a long distance from the second flat turn before performing

another flat turn. The planned path again demonstrates the global path planner’s

susceptibility to incomplete global mine position knowledge as its planned path passes

through an undetected standoff region.

Figure C-8 reveals that the AUV briefly follows the planned path in Figure C-7

until the mine avoidance logic switched to the LR mode. The LR mode guides the AUV

to the right, away from the planned path. When the off-track distance limit is reached,

the mine avoidance logic enters the flat turn mode. The new planned path goes around

all of the detected mines.

The state panel indicates that the north and east navigation errors are becoming

significant. True north and east positions are -437.2 feet and 505.9 feet while the INS

north and east positions are -451.8 feet and 486.8 feet. The depth (down) error is only

1.1 feet. The roll error is 0.0 degrees. Pitch error is 0.1 degrees and heading error is 0.3

degrees.
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Figure C-9 shows the total ideal volume swept out by the sonar thus far. Except

for the swept volume, the figure is identical to Figure C-8. Note that the two possible

detections (purple standoff circles) and the nearby missed detections are on the boundary

of this volume. Hence, the sonar did not have sufficient opportunity to detect them.

Figure C-10 shows that AUV attempted to follow the planned path in Figure C-8.

When the mines to the right were detected, though, the local reflexive mode steered the

CSTV to the left. And again, after the off-track distance limit was exceeded, the CSTV

performed a flat turn and re-planned the path around the end of the line of mines.

Although the AUV is on course in Figure C-l 1, the mine avoidance logic executes

another flat turn to keep removing the turn radius restriction. Because little new mine

position information is available after the flat turn, the new planned path resembles the

previous planned path.

Figure C-ll also shows the standoff regions precisely as the mine avoidance logic

sees them, as three-dimensional spheres. A close examination of the figure reveals that

mines’ depths vary somewhat. Although the mine avoidance logic commands the AUV

to a single depth, the AUV has six degrees of freedom and the simulation is three-

dimensional. The figure also shows both the true AUV path and the Doppler/INS path.

A trail of white dots indicates the true path and a trail of yellow dots indicates the

Doppler/INS path. The small distance between them means that at this time in the

simulation, the navigation error is small.
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Figure C-10. CSTV’s Fifth Flat Turn Maneuver in Maze-Like Minefield
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Figure C-12 contains little new information. It just shows that the CSTV has

progressed along the previously planned path, executed another flat turn to remove the

turn radius restriction, and planned another new path through the minefield.

Figure C-13 shows that the local reflexive mode of the mine avoidance logic

protected the CSTV by turning it away from the planned path. The new planned path

passes through a possible standoff region (purple circle). Because the corresponding

detection counter is below the MinDetectCount, the GPP ignores it.

Figure C-14 shows the three-dimensional standoff spheres after the AUV’s ninth

flat turn. The planned path goes around the current sonar detection in the middle sonar

beam row and passes through some undetected standoff spheres.

Figure C-15 exemplifies the navigation error problem. The yellow dotted line in

the figure is the AUV trajectory measured by the Doppler/INS system and the white

dotted line is the actual AUV trajectory. By this point in the simulation, a significant

error has accumulated. The state panel indicates that the north position error is nearly 40

feet and the east position error over 30 feet. The major sources of these errors are a scale

factor error on the Doppler sonar and a 0.3 degree fixed heading bias. Despite these

errors, the mine avoidance logic has thus far safely guided the AUV through the

minefield. The planned path in the figure looks promising as well. The mine avoidance

logic exhibits robust performance with respect to reasonable navigation error because the

sonar is a relative measuring device which causes both the AUV and the nearby mine

position estimates to have approximately the same error. The reflexive mine avoidance

logic exploits this property.
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For instance, let the AUV’s true (x, y, z) position in feet be (100.0, 200.0, 100.0)

and let a nearby mine’s true position be (400.0, 600.0, 100.0). Because the sonar

measures the true range between the AUV and a mine, the measured range, except for a

small range error, would be 500 feet. This 500.0 foot range measurement is independent

of where the Doppler/INS believes the AUV and mine positions are located. Now, let

the (x, y, z) navigation error at the time of the sonar measurement be (10.0, 20.0, -2.0).

This would cause the target tracking logic to estimate the mine position as (410.0, 620.0,

98.0). The Doppler/INS measures current vehicle position as (110.0, 220.0, 98.0).

Because the sonar is a relative measuring device, the range between the position estimates

is the same as the true positions. Although the position estimates due in fact have

significant errors, the major error components cancel out by measuring the relative

distances between position estimates. Thus, since the local reflexive mine avoidance uses

this relative distance to form its synthetic sonar, it is robust with respect to reasonable

navigation errors. For similar reasons the global path planner is also robust. That is,

although globally planned paths are inaccurate with respect to a fixed world coordinate

system, the relative distances between where the GPP thinks the planned paths are located

and where it thinks the mines are located are approximately the same as the true

distances.

Figure C-16 shows the AUV nearing the exit from the maze-like minefield. The

vehicle’s trajectory indicates that it closely followed the planned path in Figure C-15.

In Figure C-17, the AUV has successfully exited the maze-like minefield. Because

no new mines were detected, the new planned path overlaps the previous planned path
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Figure C-17. CSTV Exiting the Maze-Like Minefield

I
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in Figure C-16. This figure also shows another example of the sonar model’s realistic

beam patterns. Even though the ideal sonar coverage does not encompass the current

mine detection, the modelled beam pattern response does detect the mine.

In Figure C-18 the AUV has followed the planned path and executed another flat

turn maneuver to remove the turn radius restriction. Note that the newly planned path

reduces to a simple straight line to the specified end point.

Figure C-19 shows the complete vehicle path through the maze-like minefield.

Despite navigation errors, a noisy sonar with limited coverage and no a priori mine

position data, the reflexive mine avoidance logic safely guided the AUV to a specified

end point without entering any mine’s spherical standoff region.

Figure C-20 includes the spherical standoff regions with the overall trajectory

through the minefield.

Shallow Canyon Minefield

The shallow canyon minefield simulation uses the same environmental, operating

and sonar parameters as the maze-like minefield scenario. In this scenario, though, the

global path planner uses an A* approach instead of a breadth-first approach.

Again, the simulation is three-dimensional. However, the simulation results are

displayed using two-dimensional (x, y) plots. The plots indicate mines by standoff circles.

Any ellipse inside a standoff circle, called a confidence ellipse, represents a 99 percent

confidence region of where the mine position tracking logic believes a mine to be located.

The absence of a confidence ellipse within a standoff circle indicates an undetected mine.
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Figure C-18. CSTV’s Last Flat Turn Maneuver in Maze-Like Minefield
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Figure C-19. CSTV’s Overall Trajectory Through Maze-Like Minefield
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Figure C-20. Overall Trajectory Through Minefield with Spherical Standoff Regions

i i
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A confidence ellipse without a surrounding circle is a false alarm. The Silicon Graphics

animation of the maze-like minefield did not contain either the false alarm or confidence

ellipse information. The dashed line in the figure is the planned path. Solid lines

representing the true and the Doppler/INS paths essentially coincide during this initial

segment of the mission and appear as a single path in Figure C-21. The figure shows the

planned path after an initial flat turn. The small mark directly in front of the flat turn is

a false alarm. Because it has only been detected once, the mine avoidance logic ignores

it.

In Figure C-22, the small confidence ellipses inside the four mines on the left side

indicate that the mines have been tracked by the MPT logic. The LR mode of the mine

avoidance logic steers the AUV off of the planned path, away from the detected mines.

The small confidence ellipses on the left indicate an extremely high confidence in their

location. This makes sense because during the flat turn maneuver, the sonar detected the

mines over a 55 degree span. The detected mine on the right side of the canyon has only

been detected once. Therefore, its confidence ellipse is larger. Because the sonar is

highly accurate in range and moderately accurate in elevation and bearing, the ellipses

tend to have their major axis perpendicular to the sonar beam in which they were

detected.

In Figure C-23, the AUV has performed a flat turn to continue removing the turn

radius restriction. During the turn, the sonar detected a number of the mines at the end

of the canyon. The new planned path goes around all of the detected mines.
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Figure C-21. First Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield
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Figure C-22. Second Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield
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Figure C-23. Third Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield
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Figure C-24 indicates that the AUV has penetrated deeply into the canyon. Note

that the true and Doppler/INS paths are beginning to diverge and that the new planned

path passes through a possible detection.

Figure C-24. Fourth Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield

Also note that the mine on the left side of the canyon entrance contains two

different confidence ellipses. One is extremely small and the other is large. Multiple

confidence ellipses inside a single standoff circle are a consequence of the mine position

tracking logic’s design. Recall that the MPT logic breaks down large objects into many
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smaller objects that are no larger than a predetermined limit. When the sonar

simultaneously detects a mine in multiple sonar beams, the MPT logic remembers the

detections separately.

In Figure C-25, the MPT has established that the detection on the right of the

canyon entrance is in fact a mine. Hence, the new planned path goes around it.

Figure C-25. Fifth Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield
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Except for developing more accurate mine position estimates, the mine avoidance

logic has attained little new information by the time the vehicle exits the shallow canyon

in Figure C-26. The new planned path is unchanged from the previously planned path.

Figure C-26. Sixth Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield

Figure C-27 shows a similar situation wherein the mine avoidance logic again

obtains little new information. The figure does include an additional false alarm to the

right of the vehicle.
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Figure C-27. Seventh Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield

The straight course in Figure C-28 indicates that the mine avoidance logic

extended the sonar swept volume region. However, after the LR mode guided the AUV

away from the mine on the right, the mine avoidance logic caused another flat turn to be

initiated. The figure also shows a false alarm that intersects with the planned path. The

new planned path does not pass through any unsafe regions.
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Figure C-28. Eighth Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield

In Figure C-29, the AUV follows the previously planned path until it has to

execute another flat turn. The MPT logic has begun tracking the three newly detected

mines to the left of the AUV’s course.

Figure C-30 shows the complete AUV trajectory through the shallow canyon

minefield. Note that despite increasing navigation error and several false alarms, the

reflexive mine avoidance logic safely guided the vehicle to a specified end point.
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Figure C-29. Final Planned Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield
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Figure C-30. Final Path Through Shallow Canyon Minefield

Other Minefield Configurations

Overview. The remaining minefield scenarios with the CSTV dynamic model use

the A* path planner and the same environmental, operating and sonar parameters as

before. Because the performance of the reflexive mine avoidance logic is similar to that

of the two previous scenarios, only final vehicle trajectories are displayed.
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Round canyon with exit hole. In Figure C-31, the reflexive mine avoidance logic

first leads the vehicle towards the end of the round canyon. The first planned path guides

the vehicle to the right. After detecting that the planned path is blocked, the mine

avoidance logic re-plans a path to the left. Following some flat turn maneuvers, the

vehicle safely exhibits the hole at the end of the canyon and reaches the end point.

Figure C-31. Final Trajectory Through Round Canyon Minefield with Hole

Random minefield. Figure C-32 reveals that the reflexive mine avoidance had

little difficulty negotiating the random minefield. The figure shows that MPT logic
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tracked several mines and encountered several false alarms. Towards the end of the

trajectory, the difference between the true and Doppler/INS paths can be seen.

Figure C-32. Final Trajectory Through Random Minefield

Deep canyon with hole. The random minefield in Figure C-32 has been modified

to create a deep canyon with an exit hole. Figure C-33 shows that except for some minor

backtracking, the reflexive mine avoidance logic has no difficulties navigating the canyon.
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Figure C-33. Final Trajectory Through Deep Canyon Minefield with Hole

Deep canyon. In Figure C-34, the canyon has been further modified to block the

exit hole. The resulting trajectories indicate that the mine avoidance logic guided the

vehicle down the canyon, detected that it was trapped and guided the vehicle back out of

the canyon. After exiting the canyon, the vehicle easily attains the desired end point.
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Figure C-34. Final Trajectory Through Deep Canyon Minefield

Detection Counter

As discussed in Chapter 3, early simulation results revealed that the detection

counter limit, MinDetectCount, and vehicle speed play a significant role in the mine

avoidance logic’s effectiveness. If vehicle speed is too fast, the sonar is unlikely to detect

any mine MinDetectCount times. If the speed is too slow, the MPT logic will encounter

multiple false alarms in the same vicinity which can subsequently cause a corresponding
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detection counter to exceed MinDetectCount. Hence, the multiple false alarms can be

interpreted as a mine detection. Figure C-35 shows a situation where MinDetectCount

is set to two and the vehicle speed is set to 4.0 feet per second. The dashed circle

indicates a region where two separate false alarms occurred that were consequentially

paired together by the MPT logic as a "mine". The small ellipse inside the dashed circle

represents the MPT logic’s 99 percent confidence region of this "mine". The figure

indicates that the mine avoidance logic perceived that the "mine" was too close to the

AUV. In reaction to this perceived threat, the mine avoidance logic entered the flat turn

mode and performed a flat turn. After the flat turn, the mine avoidance logic entered the

acquire new track (ANT) mode and relaxed the safety margin constraints. However,

despite the relaxed safety margin constraints, the "mine" position is still too close to the

AUV. Therefore, the mine avoidance logic executed another flat turn. Note that the

vehicle eventually extricates itself from the situation. Further simulation efforts showed

that increasing the MinDetectCount value to three, while keeping the vehicle speed at 4.0

feet per second, eliminates this phenomenon.

Limited Sonar Coverage Example

Thus far, the simulation examples have demonstrated that the reflexive mine

avoidance logic meets of 10 of the 11 necessary mine avoidance requirements enumerated

in Chapter 2. Figure C-36 is a two-dimensional view of a scenario that shows that the

mine avoidance logic performs the final requirement of compensating for the limited

sonar coverage (item 9 in Chapter 2).
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Figure C-35. Minimum Detection Counter Example
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Figure C-36. Limited Turn Radius Example

This particular example contains no false alarms, no missed detections, ideal sonar

coverage and no navigation error. As the vehicle exited the narrow gap on the right side

of the canyon minefield, the ideal sonar coverage was insufficient to detect the mine

directly above the vehicle’s trajectory. Nevertheless, implementing the turn radius

restriction prevented the AUV from entering the standoff region. If the mine avoidance

logic had not implemented the turn radius restriction, the vehicle could easily have

entered the region without ever detecting the mine.
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Incorporating A Priori Information

To test the path planner’s ability to accommodate a priori mine position

information, the algorithm’s mine position estimates were saved after the AUV safely

navigated an unknown, maze-like minefield and reached the specified end point. Another

simulation was then performed wherein the avoidance logic was then initialized with this

position information and the AUV was restarted at the beginning of the same minefield.

The path planner then calculated the suboptimum (breadth-first), safe path through the

minefield. Figure C-37 shows a two-dimensional view of the maze-like minefield and the

standoff distances. The successful planned path indicates that the global path planner

makes very effective use a priori mine position data.

Note that due to the scale factor error on the Doppler/INS system, all of the mine

position estimates in Figure C-37 are shifted towards the starting point as suggested by

the off center confidence ellipses. Also, note that the mine avoidance logic correctly

ignores a false alarm as the planned path passes directly through one; since this false

alarm’s detection counter does not exceed the predetermined limit, MinDetectCount, the

avoidance logic correctly ignores it.

Path Planning Timing Study

The addition of a dynamic programming based path planner strongly impacts the

simulation’s execution speed. Hence, two alternative path planning strategies, A*

(optimum) and breadth-first (suboptimum), have been evaluated in terms of execution
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speed and planned path distances. The two path planning strategies have been compared

in both the box canyon minefield and the maze-like minefield scenarios.

Figure C-37. A Priori Mine Position Data Example

Figure C-38 shows the AUV’s true path through the box canyon minefield as well

as the path indicated by the navigation system. The breadth-first search strategy has been

employed in this scenario.
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Figure C-38. Box Canyon Minefield Path Planning Example

To establish a fair comparison between the two path planning approaches, AUV

and mine position data have been saved immediately after each flat turn maneuver. The

planned path distances and the required computation time for the breadth-first approach

are also saved after the path re-plan. Another simulation using the A* approach is then

initialized with the saved AUV and mine position data from the breadth-first approach;

the corresponding planned path distances and computation times are then saved. In this
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fashion, both path planning approaches have precisely the same information. Therefore,

a fair comparison between the two can now be made.

Table C-l compares the performance of the breadth-first and the A* approaches

for the box canyon minefield. However, in Figure C-38, two flat turn maneuvers have

not been numbered because data errors did not provide sufficient information for A* to

plan the path. Hence, flat turns 2 and 11 could not be compared. The table indicates that

on average, A* plans paths that are only 4% shorter than the breadth-first paths but they

require 8.2 times as much computation time.

Table C-l Timing/Distance Study for Box Canyon Minefield

Path Number Path Planning CPU Time
(Seconds)

Planned Distance (Feet)

Breadth-First A* Breadth-First A*

1 50.7 667.9 6249 6249

3 44.4 599.5 5592 5271

4 53.5 1056.7 8664 7514

5 56.4 663.7 7264 7191

6 53.9 418.9 6026 5937

7 50.9 96.8 5093 5044

8 49.5 72.7 4138 4138

9 49.8 129.6 3073 2852

10 53.9 86.6 1869 1824

Average 51.4 421.4 5330 5113

Figure C-39 shows the corresponding maze-like minefield comparison. The

appropriate flat turns have been numbered.
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Table C-2 indicate similar results in the maze-like minefield situation. Here, on

average, the A* paths are 3% shorter and require 4.7 times more computation time than

the breadth-first paths. Note that in two instances Table C-2 actually shows the

suboptimal planned path lengths to be slightly shorter than the optimal path lengths. This

is due to a minor hysteresis function built into the path selection logic that discourages

frequent, small heading changes thereby reducing the jaggedness of the planned paths.
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This sometimes causes A* to generate paths that are not optimum in the strict

mathematical sense.

Table C-2 Timing/Distance Study for Maze-Like Minefield

Path Number Path Planning CPU Time
(Seconds)

Planned Distance (Feet)

Breadth-First A* Breadth-First A*

1 106.2 1094.3 6739 6687

2 109.9 479.0 6084 5645

4 109.5 463.3 5377 5349

5 99.7 1159.6 5976 5851

6 98.2 305.1 4826 4547

7 97.3 166.9 3567 3643*

9 92.2 166.7 3052 3081*

10 78.4 241.2 4906 4200

11 70.0 175.0 3562 3562

12 67.0 142.6 2418 2418

Average 92.8 439.4 4651 4498

These simulation results clearly indicate that the optimum path planning strategy

(A*) generates planned paths that are only slightly shorter than the suboptimum path

planning strategy (breadth-first). Furthermore, the optimum path requires significantly

more computation time to calculate than the suboptimum path. Therefore, the small

reduction in planned path distance does not warrant the enormous increase in processing

time. It appears that a suboptimal path planning strategy should suffice for most

problems of practical importance.
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Preliminary Large Scale Vehicle Simulations

Overview of Proposed Real-Time Obstacle Avoidance Demonstration

In an effort to perform an actual obstacle avoidance demonstration on board an

AUV outfitted with a modified Model 4200 scanned beam obstacle detection sonar, a

ruggedized, real-time embedded computer system was procured. Figure C-40 shows the

computer system’s major components.

The computer system consists of two central processing unit (cpu) boards, a

Motorola 68040-based cpu and a Motorola 68030-based cpu; a 64 megabyte (MB)

memory board; a data acquisition board; and a custom interface board. Because the

global path planning is computationally and memory intensive, the 68040 cpu and the 64

MB memory board are dedicated entirely to the path planning function. And to solve any

real-time path planning problems, it was decided that the path planning function would

begin as soon as the vehicle starts a flat turn. At a vehicle speed of 3.82 feet per second

and a turn radius of 250 feet, the 68040 cpu would have 411.2 seconds to complete the

path planning function. The worst case timing performance in Tables C-l and C-2 for

the breadth-first path planner is 109.9 seconds on a VAX 8810. Since the VAX 8810

operates at 10 million instructions per second (MIPS), this equates to 1,099 million

instructions. The 68040 is 20 MIPS machine. Since the 411.2 seconds corresponds to

8,224 million instructions on the 68040, the 68040 cpu board’s performance is more than

capable of solving the path planning problem before the vehicle completes its flat turn.

Also, the proposed grid size and operating area for the demonstration results in
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considerably fewer nodes than were present in CSTV simulations. This reduces the

memory and computing requirements still further.

Figure C-40. Real-Time Mine Avoidance Computer System

The remaining software, everything but the path planning software, executed

approximately 10 times faster than real-time on the VAX 8810. Since the 68030 cpu

board is 5 MIPS machine, the 68030 should have no difficulty running the remainder of

the mine avoidance software in real-time.
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The custom interface board in Figure C-40 was designed, built and tested by

Warren and Hyland [136]. The custom board serves as the interface between a

modified Model 4200 sonar and a high speed data acquisition board. The data acquisition

board is used to collect the sonar data for the mine avoidance logic. Warren also

demonstrated that the Model 4200 could be adequately controlled by the computer system

in Figure C-40.

The previously mentioned Large Scale Vehicle (LSV), outfitted with a Model 4200

sonar was thus chosen as the test platform for the obstacle avoidance demonstration. The

mine avoidance software was then modified to accommodate the LSV with a Model 4200

sonar. This section contains some preliminary simulation results. Unfortunately, funding

cutbacks caused the program to be canceled before the project reached the demonstration

phase. The LSV simulations used the following environmental and operating conditions:

Wind Speed
Water

Temperature
Speed of Sound
Salinity

Bottom

Type
Depth

Sonar Platform

Speed
Operating Depth

The sonar parameters are the same

10 knots

3 degrees Celsius
4675 feet per second
1 part per thousand (fresh)

Sand
500 feet

3.82 feet per second
200 feet

those listed in Appendix B. In the LSV

simulations, the mine avoidance logic uses the breadth-first path planner. Simulations

were conducted in both the reflexive/flat turn mode and the reflexive mode. In all cases,

the mine avoidance logic commands the LSV to a constant 200 foot depth. Also, the
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navigation model has been modified to more closely match the performance of the LSV’s

navigation model. Specific details have not been approved for public release.

Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode

The two-dimensional LSV trajectory plots contain the same type of information

as the previously described two-dimensional CSTV trajectory plots. In the CSTV plots,

it was easy to differentiate between a flat turn and a standoff circle. The standoff circles

are considerably larger. However, due to its longer length, the LSV’s turn radius has

been modeled significantly larger than the CSTV’s. As a result, the turn diameter circles

are approximately the same size as the standoff circles. Care must be taken so the two

are not confused. The turn diameter circles can be identified by noting that they only

occur along the vehicle trajectory.

Figure C-41 shows the LSV at the start of a random obstacle field. The LSV

starts on the left and moves towards a specified end point on the right. The vehicle

begins with a flat turn, detects one obstacle and plans a path through the obstacles field.

Note that the figure also indicates the presence of a false alarm inside the flat turn circle.

The snapshot in time depicted in Figure C-42 shows that the LSV has just

performed a flat turn maneuver to remove the turn radius restriction. The sonar has

experienced two false alarms but has not yet detected any new obstacles. The planned

path passes very close to some standoff circles.
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Figure C-41. First Flat Turn, Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-42. Second Flat Turn, Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-43 shows the sonar detected two nearby obstacles and two additional

false alarms. After detecting the obstacles, the LR mode guides the LSV away from

them, executes another turn and re-plans another path.

Figure C-43. Third Flat Turn, Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode

In Figure C-44, the MPT logic has localized three targets inside the standoff circle

to the right of the vehicle. In this instance, the MPT logic remembers a single obstacle

that was detected in three sonar beams simultaneously as three distinct obstacles. A few

more false alarms have been detected and the GPP has planned another new path.
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Figure C-44. Fourth Flat Turn, Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode

In Figure C-45, the wide sonar coverage combined with a relatively straight course

enabled the mine avoidance logic to guide the vehicle to the end point without performing

any additional flat turns. The trajectory shows that the mine avoidance logic successfully

performed its function.
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Figure C-45. Overall Trajectory, Random Run 1 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Random Run 1 in Reflexive Mode

Figure C-46 shows the LSV at the start of the same random obstacle field.

However, in this simulation, the optional reflexive/flat turn mode has been turned off.

The vehicle starts with a flat turn. The situation is virtually identical to that in Figure C-

41.

Figure C-46. First Flat Turn, Random Run 1 in Reflexive Mode
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Figure C-47 shows that by not using the reflexive/flat turn mode in this particular

obstacle field, the mine avoidance logic can safely guide the LSV through the obstacle

field without performing any more flat turns. This excellent performance is a direct result

of the 120 degree bearing coverage provided by the Model 4200 sonar. A 120 degree

bearing coverage corresponds to a minimum turn radius that is only twice the total

standoff distance. Recall that earlier CSTV simulations had only 55 degrees of coverage.

Figure C-47. Overall Trajectory, Random Run 1 in Reflexive Mode
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Random Run 2 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode

In the random run 2 scenario, the starting and ending points of the random run 1

obstacle field were interchanged. Also, the initial flat turn maneuver at the start of the

run was disabled. Figure C-48 shows that the mine avoidance logic performs

exceptionally well. It traverses two-thirds of the obstacle field before it has to perform

its first flat turn maneuver. The figure also shows that the navigation error has become

noticeable and that the sonar has encountered multiple false alarms.

Figure C-49 shows that the mine avoidance logic entered the LR mode and

avoided the obstacle on the left. After the vehicle left the extended sonar swept volume,

it performed another flat turn and re-planned a new path.

In Figure C-50, the vehicle follows the planned path, executes another flat turn and

re-plans another path.

Figure C-51 shows the overall trajectory through random obstacle field 2. Once

again, the mine avoidance logic tracked obstacles and safely led the vehicle through the

obstacle field. The true and Doppler/INS trajectories indicate a significant navigation

error.

Random Run 2 in Reflexive Mode

Figure C-52 shows the LSV’s path through random obstacle field 2 when the

reflexive/flat turn mode is disabled. The mine avoidance logic was able to guide the LSV

through the obstacle field without executing any flat turns. Again, this excellent

performance is a direct result of the wider sonar coverage.
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Figure C-48. First Flat Turn, Random Run 2 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-49. Second Flat Turn, Random Run 2 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-50. Third Flat Turn, Random Run 2 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-51. Overall Trajectory, Random Run 2 in Reflexive/Flat Turn Mode
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Figure C-52. Overall Trajectory, Random Run 2 in Reflexive Mode
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Comparison to Other Mine Avoidance Approaches

Chapter 5 contains a detailed comparison of the reflexive mine avoidance approach

with the merit function mine avoidance approach. Results indicate that the reflexive mine

avoidance logic and the merit function have similar performance in random minefields

and that the reflexive mine avoidance logic significantly outperforms the merit function

approach in dense minefield scenarios like boxes and canyons. Chapter 5 describes this

comparison in detail.

Summary

An extensive simulation study was made to verify the reflexive mine avoidance

logic. The simulation contained detailed models for vehicle dynamics, a sonar system and

a navigation system. The simulated minefields included mazes, boxes, canyons and

random configurations. Despite limited sonar performance, navigation error and no a

priori mine position information, the reflexive mine avoidance approach safely guided the

AUV through all of the minefields. The simulation results included highly detailed, color

animations of the AUV’s path complete with color coded standoff regions as well as

trajectory plots with 99 percent confidence regions for mine position estimates. Two

different AUV models and two different sonar models were tested. Additionally, a

comparison study between the reflexive and merit function mine avoidance approaches

was conducted (see Chapter 5).
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